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Background: The key purpose of sampling is to gain knowledge about a population using a
small, affordable subset of selected individuals. This goal is often approached by choosing a 
representative sample with each individual’s selection probability determined by a full list of 
individuals from the target population. However, for many populations central to the public 
health sciences, such as men who have sex with men (MSM), injecting drug users (IDUs), etc., 
the selection probability of individuals cannot be determined ahead of time because the list of 
all individuals is not available, impairing the generalization of results from the sample to the 
population. Respondent-driven sampling (RDS) was developed to generate representative 
samples of such hard-to-reach populations with improved accessibility. It provides an 
automated self-growing sampling design as well as asymptotically unbiased population 
estimates, making it the state-of-the-art sampling method for studying HIV-related key 
populations at risk in the past years. However, the availability of RDS estimates relies on many 
assumptions that are often not satisfied in real practice.

Aims: To assess the effect of violating assumptions on the performance of RDS estimators and 
to improve both the implementation and methodology of RDS for hard-to-reach populations of 
relevance to the public health sciences.

Contributions: The performance of RDS estimators is evaluated under various conditions.
Results indicate that long chains initiated by diverse seeds are highly beneficial, while estimate 
bias is large if the network is directed or if respondents’ participation behavior (such as 
preferential recruitment) depends on characteristics that are correlated with study outcomes. An 
Internet-based RDS (WebRDS) recruiting system is developed to circumvent the limitation of 
physical interview-based implementations. The system shows its ability to recruit sustaining 
location-free respondents in a study of MSM in Vietnam. Statistical methods are developed to 
generalize the RDS method from undirected networks to directed networks. The new method 
can function as a sensitivity test tool to account for the uncertainties of network directedness 
and error in self-reported degree data. Lastly, by integrating traditional RDS chain data with 
self-reported ego network data, a new estimator was developed to improve the reliability and 
validity of RDS. The new estimator shows not only improved precision, but also strong 
robustness to the preference of peer recruitment and variations in network structural properties. 

Conclusions: Violations of assumptions are inevitable and should be investigated thoroughly in 
RDS practice. Due to the relatively high variance and vulnerability to certain harmful 
conditions, such as directedness, preferential recruitment, etc., results from RDS studies should 
be interpreted with caution. Researchers are encouraged to collect ego network data through the 
implementation of RDS to improve the precision of population estimates. In spite of its limited 
ability to generate close-enough population estimates, RDS is easily implementable and it 
offers a method with an improved response rate, providing an alternative to gain access/venue 
to the understanding of hard-to-access population. 

Keywords: social networks, directed networks, ego networks, sampling, nonprobability 
sampling, respondent-driven sampling, Internet, estimator, bias, variance, public health, HIV, 
hidden population, differential recruitment, reporting error
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Sampling is the art of studying the whole by the part. Instead of making an exhausting, 
expensive, and time consuming census enumeration, an affordable subset of individuals 
selected according to a specified sampling design is enough to enable researchers to 
gain critical knowledge about the studied population. 

A good sampling method at least offers accessibility, that is, a proper design that allows
researchers access to a set of subjects to investigate. Second and ideally, it offers 
generalizability, which allows researchers not only to draw conclusions based on the 
selected individuals, but also to make inferences about the population characteristics. 

Probability sampling methods combines these two characteristics and may include 
simple random sampling, stratified sampling and cluster sampling. However, for certain 
populations that are hard to locate and approach, such as homeless people, refugees,
and sex workers, we would be satisfied with the first step as long as there is a method 
that can provide some sort of access to them, regardless of the sample’s 
generalizability. Nonprobability sampling methods are used in such scenarios, 
including convenience sampling, purposive sampling, and quota sampling.

For years, researchers have been looking for a “miracle” sampling method that provides
both accessibility and generalizability to hard-to-access populations. Targeted sampling 
and time-location sampling were among those under discussion, but their samples are 
generalizable only under extreme conditions and the sampling procedures are complex 
and resource-intensive. It was not until 1997, when Douglas D. Heckathorn, at Cornell 
University, published his paper on Respondent-driven Sampling (RDS) that researchers
were able to accomplish this task. 

RDS is a chain-referral sampling method. It works like snowball sampling but uses a 
dual incentive mechanism to stimulate the peer-driven recruitment process. 
Additionally, RDS is able to generate asymptotically unbiased population estimates 
from the sample. 

Originally, RDS was used in 1994 to study injecting drug users as part of an AIDS 
prevention intervention in US. It was not used for HIV surveillance outside the US until 
2003, but since then there has been a rapid increase in RDS studies, with more than a 
hundred empirical studies in over 80 countries targeting a wide range of hard-to-access 
populations, primarily HIV/AIDS-related high-risk populations such as injection drug 
users, men who have sex with men (MSM), sex workers and HIV infectors.

The accessibility of RDS has been proven by its successful implementations in 
recruiting samples of hard-to-access populations globally; however, the assumptions 
under which the population estimates were generated can hardly be valid in actual 
practice. Little attention was paid to notice the effect of violation of assumptions on the 
performance of RDS estimates. To address this issue, this thesis puts together our work 
on RDS during these years and reviews comprehensively the history and development 
of RDS methodology. We conducted a comprehensive evaluation on the effect of 
violating RDS assumptions on the performance of estimators, using an empirical MSM 
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social network. Several methodologies have been developed to improve the validity 
and reliability of RDS in actual practice, including:  

        (i) A Web-based RDS recruitment system; 

        (ii) Methods for generating RDS estimates considering network directedness and 
degree reporting error; and 

        (iii) Improved RDS estimates with reported ego network data.  

This thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 1, I introduce basic statistical sampling 
techniques, including probability and nonprobability sampling methods, population 
inference, etc.; in Chapter 2, I discuss the pressing need and challenge for 
representative sampling of HIV/AIDS-related high-risk populations; it is suggested that 
readers who are not familiar with network theory refer to Chapter 3 before proceeding; 
in Chapter 4, I present the history and development of RDS implementation and theory; 
Chapter 5, 6 and 7 provide a summary and discussion of our work on the evaluation, 
implementation and improvement of RDS methodology.  

All source codes and network visualizations in this book are available on request.  
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ampling is the method of studying the whole by the part. Typically, gathering 
information from all individuals in the population of interest by creating a census
or a complete enumeration of all the values in the population is expensive, time 

consuming, or infeasible. For example, the 2010 US population census cost $13 billion, 
approximately $42 per capita [1]. Therefore, researchers often seek to select an 
affordable subset of individuals from the studied population, called the sample, to gain 
knowledge about the population and to generate estimates about population 
characteristics. As fewer individuals are included, the cost is lower, data collection is 
faster, and data accuracy and quality can be improved. For these reasons, sampling is 
widely used in social and medical research [2].

1.1 SAMPLING METHODS

One of the key purposes of sampling is to make predictions about the population from 
sample characteristics. A fair prediction is possible only when the sample is 
representative of the population, i.e., the characteristics of the sample, or the 
characteristics of the sample after adjustments, need to be approximately the same as 
the population. 

To be representative, a sample must be drawn from a sampling frame in which each 
unit or person has a nonzero probability of being recruited. When the selection 
probability (or inclusion probability) of each individual in the population can be 
determined, the sampling design is called probability sampling, which then allows 
researchers to adjust/reweight sample individuals according to their inclusion 
probability, and to generate estimates about population characteristics. 

However, it is not always possible to determine the inclusion probability of all 
individuals from the population, particularly in the absence of a sampling frame or if 
there is no access to certain population members. For example, there is usually no such 
a list of names for all injecting drug users (IDUs) in a city. In such cases, researchers 
seek to select samples based on the characteristics of the population and the research 
purpose, such as recruiting volunteer IDUs from sites of high concentration [3],
interviewing pedestrians on the street [4], etc. Such methods are called nonprobability 
sampling. The sample characteristics are generally not representative to the population 
in nonprobability sampling as some members of the population may have a greater or 
less chance of being included in the sample. Consequently, sample results can hardly be 
generalized to a larger population. Nevertheless, nonprobability sampling methods 
provide convenient and fast access to the studied populations, when there is no 
sampling frame or little knowledge about the target population, or when population 
members are difficult to approach. In such cases, nonprobability samples can provide 
critical information at the early stage of research. Nonprobability sampling methods are 
also commonly used within qualitative research. I will in this work focus on discussing 

S
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sampling methods from a quantitative research perspective within a positivistic 
epistemological tradition. 

1.1.1 Probability sampling methods 

Simple Random Sampling 
In simple random sampling (SRS) [5-7], each individual in the target population is 
given an equal probability of being selected into the sample, such that each subset of 
individuals of the sample size has the same probability of being chosen. A random 
sample is usually selected with the assistance of random numbers generated by 
computer programs or a random numbers table.  

SRS is the most common and basic probability sampling method. Because the inclusion 
probability is equal, each individual has the same chance of being in the sample, i.e., 
each individual is “equally represented” and is of equal importance, characteristics of 
the sample are reasonable good estimates for the population, minimizing bias and 
simplifying analysis of sampling results. However, the sampling frame of all 
individuals from the population is not always available and the SRS generally costs 
longer time and higher expenses. Additionally, it limits the flexibility of investigating 
subgroups of the population, such as ethnic minorities, residents of small districts, etc.  

Most sampling studies are conducted without replacement (sampling without 
replacement, SWOR), meaning that once an individual is taken, it is not allowed 
to be put back for recruitment again, i.e., each individual can appear in the 
sample maximum one time; contrarily, if selected subjects can be put back to 
“replace itself” and be ready for the next draw, the design is called sampling with 
replacement (SWR). Apparently, in SWR, each respondent can participate the 
study for many times.  Most sampling studies are done without replacement, as it 
allows researchers to recruit as diversely as possible with limited resources. 
When the sample size is small compared to the population, SWOR is 
approximately the same as SWR, since the chance of recruiting a same individual 
twice is low. However, when the sample size is large, SWOR may affect the 
analysis method of sampling results fundamentally [8,9].  

Systematic sampling  
Simple random sampling can be cumbersome, especially when the sampling frame list 
is long or on-site survey is needed [10]. An easier, and perhaps more efficient 
alternative, namely systematic sampling [11-14], is to select every thk  individual from 
the population according to some ordering scheme, with a randomly selected starting 
individual from the first k  individuals. Given that the ordering of population is 
reasonably homogenous, i.e., characteristics of interest are not correlated with the 
ordering, systematic samples are expected to function similarly to simple random 
samples. Given the population size N  and the sample size n , the sampling interval k  
can be calculated by  

 /=k N n  (1) 

Systematic sampling is especially useful when a good sampling frame is not available 
for on-site studies.  
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Systematic sampling is easy to perform and less susceptible to researchers’ selection 
errors, however, it subjects to several limitations. First, it is often that the population 
cannot be evenly divided (suppose that you want to sample 10 out of 136 hospital staff, 

136 /10 13.6= =k ), leading to selection bias as inclusion probabilities are not equal for 
all individuals when k  need to be an integer; second, as the sampling interval k  is 
fixed, systematic sampling is very sensitive to cyclic patterns of the population, for 
example, to make a random household survey from a street by a beach, if all odd 
numbers are on the beach side (much more expensive), and all even numbers are on the 
other side, selecting every 10th no. with any random starting no. would end up with a 
sample of households from only on the beach side or non-beach side.  

Stratified sampling 
In stratified sampling [15,16], the population is divided into disjoint groups, i.e., strata, 
based on the characteristics of individuals (e.g., males and females). Each stratum is 
then sampled independently, e.g., by simple random sampling or systematic sampling. 
The sample size of each stratum is usually proportional to the size of the stratum in the 
population, or proportional to the variability within each stratum.  

There are many advantages of stratified sampling. First, when simple random sampling 
or systematic sampling methods is used, each sample becomes a representative sample 
of the stratum where it comes from, enabling researchers to investigate statistic 
properties of subgroups that would otherwise be lost in a more generalized random 
sample. Second, it reduces sampling error as the population is divided into more 
homogenous subgroups. Third, it increases the flexibility of sampling methods used for 
different subpopulations. Lastly, it allows researchers to study minor groups by 
sampling equal number of individuals from strata of varying sizes. Comparing with 
simple random sampling and systematic sampling, the design and implementation of 
stratified sampling is more complicated and expensive. Stratified sampling is not useful 
when the population cannot be partitioned into exhaustively disjoint groups, or when 
there are no homogeneous subgroups in the population. Sometimes, it is difficult to 
determine the stratification variables and hard to identify appropriate strata.  

Cluster sampling and multistage sampling 
Expenses for sampling involving surveys to be conducted in remote areas, or creating 
large sampling frames can be unaffordable for simple random sampling, systematic 
sampling or stratified sampling. Clustered sampling [17-19], alternatively, reduces the 
cost of such studies by selecting a “random sample of groups or clusters” from the 
population and then sampling individuals within each of the selected groups. The two-
stage process of cluster sampling is very similar to the stratified sampling method; 
however, they differ fundamentally in the inclusion of clusters or strata:  cluster 
sampling draws a sample of groups, while stratified sampling draws samples within 
each group.  

Cluster sampling is a fast, cheap and easy technique, it is especially useful when (a) a 
good sample list of population units is unavailable, but a list of potential clusters is 
easily to obtain; and (b) the cost of survey is associated with the distances of sampling 
units [20,21]. The major problem of cluster sampling is that the selected clusters may 
be very different from the general population. It is generally the case that individuals 
within a cluster share more common characteristics than those outside. Therefore, 
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cluster sampling generally increases the variability of sample estimates above that of 
SRS and it requires a lager sample than SRS to achieve the same level of accuracy. 

In some situations, cluster sampling is implemented with a probability-
proportional-to-size (PPS) sampling design. In this method, the inclusion 
probability of each cluster is proportional to the size of the cluster, i.e., larger 
clusters have a greater probability of selection and smaller clusters have a lower 
probability. If the same number ( c ) of individuals within each cluster is randomly 
selected when the clusters are sampled with PPS, the inclusion probability of 
each individual in the population, Pri , is identical: 

 

1

Pr i
i M

i
j

j

C c
CC

=

⋅

∑


 (2) 

where jC  is the size of cluster jC  and individual i  belongs to ∈:  i iC i C .  

When the target population is divided into clusters of more than one hierarchical 
level, a more complex form of cluster sampling, multistage sampling may be used 
to first sample the primary clusters (the clusters at the highest level), and then 
sample the secondary clusters from the sample of primary clusters, and so on, 
until the desired sample units (individuals) are ultimately reached.  

1.1.2 Nonprobability sampling methods 

When the sampling frame is not available and the inclusion probability of each 
individual in the population cannot be determined, or a random sample is too 
expensive, researchers seek samples that can maximize their knowledge about the 
population, regardless of the representativeness of the sample. Nonprobability sampling 
methods are the primary methods used for qualitative research. It is often used because 
the procedures used to select individuals for inclusion in a sample are much easier, 
quicker and cheaper when compared with probability sampling [22]. Typical 
nonprobability sampling methods include convenience sampling, purposive sampling 
and quota sampling.  

Convenience sampling 

The most extreme form of nonprobability sampling methods is convenience sampling 
[23-25], also called accidental sampling or haphazard sampling. In convenience 
sampling, researchers recruit persons who are most accessible in terms of location, 
time, and effort etc. Examples of convenience sampling include interviewing friends, 
mall intercept interviewing, visiting a sample of closest households, recruiting 
participants via banner survey on Websites, etc.  

Facility-based sampling [26] is a form of convenience sampling which is used 
widely for studying HIV/AIDS-related high-risk populations. It may involve 
recruiting illicit drug users and commercial sex workers from correction facilities, 
finding injecting drug users (IDUs) from drug treatment centers or needle 
exchange programs, or interviewing MSM and commercial sex workers (CSW) 
from clinics.  

Clearly, convenience sampling is the easiest method for gathering sample data (other 
than making up the data). It provides researchers useful information about the target 
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population with minimum requirement of time and effort. As sample individuals are 
selected primarily because of their accessibility, which may often correlated with the 
characteristics to be examined in the study, selection bias can be high and sampling 
result can rarely be generalized to the population. 

Purposive sampling 
Purposive sampling [27,28], or  judgmental sampling, is a “stricter” nonprobability 
sampling process in which the researcher selects respondents with a purpose in mind: 
the researcher decides what needs to be known and sets out to find people who can and 
are willing to provide the information from their knowledge or experience [29]. Instead 
of grabbing everyone who is passing by, in a purposive sampling an interviewer might 
ask those who seem to fall into their category, e.g., Hispanic women who look to be in 
their 30s to 40s, to participate in the study. The process is often consists of recruiting 
potential respondents, verifying inclusion criteria, and asking about willingness to 
participate. In most research, we sample with a “purpose”. Purposive sampling extends 
to a wide subcategory of sampling methods [30] such as modal instance sampling [31-
33], heterogeneity sampling, expert sampling and key informant sampling [34-37]. 
Purposive sampling is also used to study extreme or deviant cases, such as outstanding 
success/notable failures, top of the class/dropouts, and extreme events/crises [38,39]. 
Other types of nonprobability sampling methods that involve the purpose of selecting 
certain groups can also be categorized as purposive sampling, such as quota sampling, 
snowball sampling, and the like [40]. However, due to their atypical design, I will 
introduce them separately in the following sections.  

Purposive sampling is one of the most commonly used sampling methods for 
qualitative research. As individuals being recruited in the purposive sample are only 
those who “suit the purpose” and are mostly subjected to the researcher’s selection, it is 
very likely that certain subgroups are oversampled while some subgroups are excluded. 
Consequently, sampling results can hardly be generalized to the population.  

Quota sampling 
Quota sampling [41-44] resembles stratified sampling in nonprobability sampling 
methods. As in stratified sampling, the population is first segmented into non-
overlapping groups such as males and females. What differs from stratified sampling is 
that while selecting sample individuals from each segment, non-random selection 
methods are used and the researcher can decide on the quota (the proportion of 
individuals from each segment to be sampled) deliberately, independent of the 
population characteristics. Unlike stratified sampling, in quota sampling, as long as the 
sample size of a segment reaches the desired sample size, the recruitment process will 
stop in this segment and move on to other unfinished segments.  

Quota sampling is a relative flexible sampling process, as different sampling methods 
can be applied in the second stage. It also allows the researcher to recruit a quasi-
representative sample which accounts for the characteristics used for generating 
population segments. However, like other nonprobability sampling methods, the 
nonrandom process of selecting sample individuals in quota sampling may result in 
large selection bias, study results should be interpreted only within the sample and 
cannot be generalized to the population.  
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Snowball sampling 
Snowball sampling is one of the best known form of chain referral sampling. In 
snowball sampling [45,46], several initial subjects are identified and recruited as seeds. 
Earlier participants are then asked to refer population members they know for further 
recruitment, forming a “rolling snowball” sample that increases in size. Typically, the 
seeds are considered to be from wave 0, respondents referred by those from wave t  but 
those that are not in wave 0 ~ t  form wave 1t + , i.e., the non-seeds who are named by 
wave 0 form wave 1, those who are named by wave 1 but neither in wave 0 nor wave 1 
form wave 2, and so on. When the maximum number of referrals is allowed, snowball 
sampling works much like a breath-first-search (BFS) in computer science, with sample 
size expanding explosively with distance (wave) to initial respondents. Originally, 
Goodman (1961) proposed to randomly choose the initial seeds in snowball sampling 
[45], however, in practice this is very difficult or impossible without a sampling frame. 
Common practice of snowball sampling are started with a handful initial participates 
which are collected through convenience sampling or purposive sampling. 

Snowball sampling suffers from several other drawbacks that can lead to large bias. 
The first source of bias is called volunteerism [46], which indicates that respondents 
ended up in the sample tend to be more cooperative and accessible. The second is 
homophily, which is a universal pattern for social interactions and it means that social 
affiliations (relationships) are more likely to form among individuals sharing similar 
characteristics. Given the existence of homophily, the composition of an earlier wave 
biases the subsequent wave [47,48]. The third is differential recruitment, a term used to 
represent any act of non-random referring. For various reasons, respondents may 
choose to refer some peers than others; examples include recruiting close friends than 
unfamiliar acquaintances, unrevealing certain group members to protect them from 
exposure, etc. The last source of bias is due to contact hubs, who are population 
members maintaining large social network sizes. Obviously, contact hubs will be 
overrepresented in the snowball sample, as they are more likely to be referred through 
their friends. If these hubs differ largely from other individuals on the studied 
characteristics, the sample will be largely biased from the true population. These 
drawbacks have been recognized by researchers from very early times [45,49,50] and 
snowball samples of hidden populations are generally considered as sort of 
convenience samples for which no claims of representativeness can be made [26,48].   

Targeted sampling 
Targeted sampling (TS) was initially designed by Watters and Biernaki (1989) for the 
purpose of efficiently identifying and recruiting injecting drug users [51]. As described 
by the authors, combining aspects of “street ethnography, theoretical sampling, 
stratified sampling, quota sampling, and chain referral sampling”, targeted sampling 
provides a flexible procedure for sampling hidden populations in urban settings. It 
involves [52]: (i) extensive formative assessments and ethnographic mapping to 
identify places of sufficient target population concentration, such as night clubs and 
street corners; (ii) developing target enrollment plans (quotas) for each location; and 
finally (iii) sampling in those areas based on the quotas established to approximate the 
makeup of the population. Carlson et al (1994) enhanced targeted sampling with the 
addition of estimation of density of population members in the target areas and the 
introduction of proportional sampling quotas [53]. The similarities between cluster 
sampling and targeted sampling are clear: without the use of nonrandom sampling 
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techniques, targeted sampling is merely a cluster sampling in which the enumerated 
locations where target population concentrates are primary clusters.  

A more complex form of targeted sampling, time-location sampling (TLS, also 
called venue-based sampling or time-space sampling), is a variant of multistage 
sampling which is popularly used in the study of hard-to-access populations, such 
as men who have sex with men (MSM) or injecting drug users (IDUs) [54,55]. 
Similarly to TS, in TLS, a complete list of the places where the target population 
congregates is created through accumulated historical information or key 
informant interviews. The difference between TSL and TS is that the list also 
contains time information about when these locations are visited. After obtaining 
the sampling list, a random set of venue-day-time units (VDTs) are selected, e.g., 
a VDT can be a given location, between 10 pm and 2 am on Tuesday night. Finally, 
the selected locations are visited during the day and time specified, and members 
of the target population are either fully recruited or systematically sampled. 

Given certain assumptions, such as a comprehensive list of all locations, accurate 
estimates on the population density and time events, etc., the inclusion probability of 
each individual can be calculated [54], which makes either TL or TLS a probability 
sampling method. However, for hidden populations, as discussed in [26,55,56], there 
are many difficulties for TL or TLS samples to be representative: (i) to list all locations 
that are frequented by the target population is very labor intensive and time consuming; 
(ii) it is very difficult to measure the inclusion probability of those who visit the VDTs, 
and it is almost impossible to estimate the probability of missing members who do not 
attend any of the listed locations; (iii) some locations offer little privacy and the 
accuracy of self-reported data is always questionable.  

 

1.2 POPULATION INFERENCE 
1.2.1 Equal inclusion probability and sample representativeness 
The common feature of probability samples is that individuals in the sample are 
selected by means of a probability scheme such that the inclusion probability of each 
individual in the population, Pri , can be determined. Table 1 lists the calculation of 
inclusion probability for different sampling methods, as well as relevant notations [57].  

In most cases, the inclusion probability of each individual is the same, that is to say, all 
units in the population have the same chance of being recruited and their opportunity of 
being “represented” in the sample is the same. As a result, the sample itself is 
“representative” of the population. If we repeatedly draw samples from the same 
population, any difference between these samples and the population is merely due to 
randomness. The population mean ( X ), variance ( 2s ) and proportion ( p ) of any 
certain characteristic X  can then be estimated by the sample, as shown in Table 1.   

1.2.2 Unequal inclusion probability and sample weight 

There are, however, situations in which the inclusion probability is not the same among 
individuals. For example, in a stratified sampling, if the population is divided into two 
strata, the majority (90% of the population) and the minority (10% of the population), 
because sufficient samples are needed to study characteristics of the minority group, 
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where ix  is the value of sample unit i  and n  is the sample size.  

1.2.3 Toward a more representative nonprobability sample 

Nonprobability samples, as illustrated above, are not eligible for inference from the 
sample to the general population, due to unknown inclusion probabilities. That is to 
say, if we collect a convenience sample of 100 IDUs from drug treatment centers, and 
from the sample we can observe that 30% of them are females, the way how we 
collected the sample limits our ability to estimate the proportion of females among 
general IDUs, as females may be either overrepresented, if they are more likely to be 
recruited in a drug treatment center, or underrepresented, if more female IDUs are 
hidden to the public. 

The lack of generalizability is the major drawback of nonprobability sampling methods, 
despite their many advantages such as ease and speed of implementation, improved 
access, and economic savings. In many situations, when nonprobability sampling is the 
only option for the study, researchers aim to increase the representativeness of the 
sample as much as possible, to reduce the risk of ending up with a sample that is 
significantly different from the population. 

Representativeness can be improved by adding “randomness” to the sampling 
procedure, for example, when recruiting sample individuals in each quota in a quota 
sampling, a coin may be flipped (or something similar) to decide whether a target 
member should be interviewed. Another approach, which is related to randomness, is to 
add “diversity” to the sample, meaning that the sample should be as varied as possible. 
The best example of diversity in nonprobability sampling is in snowball sampling. 
When a random set of seeds is not available, researchers can try to recruit a diverse set 
of initial participants to start the sampling to ensure that the sample gets rid of 
homophily and community structures among the target population’s social network. 
These procedures cannot, however, enable us to make statistical inferences about the 
target population, and such sampling results should always be interpreted with caution.  

To summarize, Table 2 briefly lists the major advantages and disadvantages of the 
sampling methods introduced in this chapter [58].  
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TABLE 2 ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF SAMPLING METHODS 

 Advantages Disadvantages 
Probability sampling methods 
Simple 
Random 
Sampling 

Sample is highly representative; 
easy to implement; simplifies data 
interpretation and analysis.  

 

Require a complete list of population 
members which may be expensive or 
impossible to obtain and update; 
cost can be high; time-scale may be 
too long, data/sample could change; 
subgroup members may be small in 
the sample.  

Systematic 
Sampling 

Sample is representative and can 
sometimes be more efficient than a 
SRS sample; easy to implement. 

Require a sampling frame; Vulnerable 
to periodicities; hard to quantify data 
accuracy; can result unequal 
selection probabilities for population 
members. 

Stratified 
Sampling 

Can ensure that specific groups are 
represented, correlations and 
comparisons can be made between 
subsets; very flexible and applicable, 
can be combined with other 
sampling methods; 

More complex, requires greater effort 
than simple random; can be 
expensive; strata must be carefully 
defined, size of each stratum may be 
unknown. 

Cluster 
Sampling  

Possible to select randomly when no 
single list of population members 
exists, but local lists do; can save 
expenditures for sampling and 
listing.  

Bias can be high if the selected 
clusters are very different from the 
population;  

Nonprobability sampling methods 

Convenience 
Sampling 

Easy, fast and inexpensive way of 
recruiting respondents.  

Can be highly unrepresentative.  

Purposive 
Sampling 

Provides a wide range of 
nonprobability sampling techniques. 

It is easier to get a sample of subjects 
with particular characteristics.  

Can be highly unrepresentative.  

Quota 
Sampling 

Ensures selection of adequate 
numbers of subjects with 
appropriate characteristics.  

Not representative. 

Snowball 
Sampling  

Provide access to members of groups 
where no lists or identifiable clusters 
even exist (e.g., drug abusers, 
criminals) 

Not representative. 

Targeted 
Sampling 

Can be combined with different 
sampling methods; 

Ethnographic mapping helps 
researchers to gain knowledge on 
the target population.  

Can hardly be representative. 
Expensive and requires a long-time for 

maintaining the (time/) location list.  
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IV (Human immunodeficiency virus), the virus causes AIDS, “acquired 
immunodeficiency syndrome”, has become one of the world’s most 
challenging health and development problems. Ever since AIDS was first 

recognized by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) in US in 1981, 
the epidemic has reached almost every corner of the world, with a highly 
disproportional distribution, raising inequalities between North and South, as well as 
between rich and poor, men and women, black and white, homosexuals and 
heterosexuals [59-61].

HIV is a leading cause of death worldwide and the top one cause of death in Sub-
Saharan Africa. By the end of 2010, AIDS-related diseases had cost 30 million lives, 
with 1.8 million people died in 2010 alone, more than the population of Netherland or 
Chili [60-62]. With 2.7 million people newly infected in 2010, there are 34 million 
people living with HIV in the world, almost all (97%) in low- and middle-income 
countries, particularly in sub-Sahara Africa (68%) [60,61].

2.1 HIGH-RISK POPULATIONS

Several key populations face higher risk of HIV transmission, such as sex workers 
(SWs), men who have sex with men (MSM), and injecting drug users (IDUs), see 
Figure 1. Recent study has shown that the pooled HIV prevalence for MSM ranged 
from a low of 3.0% in the Middle East and North Africa region to a high of 25.4% in 
the Caribbean [63]. For IDUs, HIV prevalence is as high as 25% in Eastern Europe and 
Central Asia and 16% in the rest of Asia. In sub-Sahara Africa, unprotected paid sex,
sex between men, and the use of contaminated drug-injecting equipment are estimated 
to account for 33% of new HIV infection in Kenya and 40% in Ghana [60,61].

2.2 CHALLENGE OF SAMPLING HIDDEN POPULATION 

The role of HIV/AIDS related high risk behaviors in the evolvement of HIV sub-
epidemics consequently makes the detailed information on distribution and 
characteristics of these behaviors critical for the deployment of HIV surveillance and 
prevention programs. However, the nature of such high risk behaviors prohibits the use 
of traditional methods for investigation.

First, the lack of sampling frames limits the use of probability sampling methods. 
Obviously, there is no list containing all individuals who identify themselves as SWs, 
MSM or IDUs. Even if it would be possible to stretch a random sample from general 
population, this can be highly inefficient, as the chance of meeting a person who 
practices a risk behavior is small, not to mention that they are also not willing to 
disclose their identity. 
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Secondly, these risk behaviors carry high social stigma and are considered illegal in 
many countries*, making it impossible for researchers to sample them systematically. 
Fears of stigma and legal consequences, individuals of risk populations (particularly 
those known of being infected with HIV) often choose to live socially isolated from 
general population, or conceal their identities from friends and families. For these 
reasons, they are often called “hard-to-access population”, or “hidden population”. In 
public health, hidden populations of interest are primarily composed of SWs, MSM and 
IDUs.  

Third, sampling of HIV related high risk populations often involves investigating 
highly sensitive issues, challenging the ethic and privacy concern of participants. HIV 
is a blood borne disease. Unclean needles and unprotected anal or vaginal intercourse 
are the risk behaviors of interest [66,67]. One particular goal with HIV surveillance and 
prevention, is to understand the epidemiological features of HIV infection and the 
evolvement of the epidemic in sub-populations and also as a pandemic [68-70]? What 
is the role of high risk behaviors in driving this epidemic? Which are the most effective 
prevention and intervention strategies? The answer to these questions requires 
examination of very sensitive issues, such as number of sex partners, frequency of 
unprotected anal/vaginal sex, drug injecting activities, etc. Collecting of such 
information undoubtedly increases difficulties in accessing target individuals.  

With these limitations, representative samples of hidden population is extremely rare 
(exceptions include the US 2000 and 2010 Census where same-sex partners of 
household members could be reported [71,72]), and traditional methods for studying 
HIV/AIDS-related high-risk populations are mostly key informant sampling, targeted 
sampling, and snowball sampling. As discussed in Chapter 1, all these are 
nonprobability sampling methods and suffer from various source of bias, sampling 
results cannot be generalized to the population.  

 
2.3 A NOTE ON ACCESSIBILITY AND GENERALIZABILITY   

To summarize in short, HIV/AIDS-related high-risk populations are extremes from 
general population: the lack of a sampling frame prohibits probability sampling to 
draw a representative sample, additionally, the nature of these populations and the need 
of sensitive information for HIV surveillance studies make them exceptionally hard to 
access.  

Accessibility and generalizability, a miracle method would provide both, that allows 
researchers to, first, gain access to these population members, obtain reliable biological 
and risk behavior information with high response rate, second, be able to make 
population inference about the risk populations, which may guide to set up efficient 
prevention and intervention HIV programs.  

This method is called “respondent-driven sampling” (RDS).  
 

                                                 
* For example, to date there are 112 countries in the world where sex work (prostitution) is deemed 
illegal, with penalties including  fan, in prison, flogging, etc. [64][65] 
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etting familiar with a few network concepts would be helpful for 
understanding the respondent-driven sampling method. This chapter gives a 
short introduction on network theories, including basic network types, a 

glossary of network properties and a review on the development of mathematical 
network models. 

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Humans are social beings. We get involved in the society by interactions with other 
people: hanging out with friends, collaborate with colleagues, share emotions with 
families, ask passengers for directions, etc. In mathematics, all these can be depicted by 
networks with nodes being the actors (human individuals) and links (edges) being the 
interactions between them. 

Let 1 2 3{ , , ..., }= NV v v v v be the set of nodes and { }= ⊆ ×ijE e V V be the set of links 

between the =V N nodes, where 1=ije represents the existence of the interaction/ 
relationship (e.g., friendship) between i and j and 0=ije when there is none, then the 
network is defined as ( , )=G V E .*

The simplest and most common form of G is an undirected network, in which the link 
is assumed to be reciprocal: for any 1 ,≤ ≤i j N , =ij jie e . Many social interactions are 
undirected, such as marriage, co-authoring, neighborhoods etc. Some other relationship
may only go in one direction. For example, subordination, emailing, telephone 
communication, etc. When there are directed links in the network, i.e., for some 
1 ,≤ ≤i j N , 1=ije but 0=jie , G is called an directed network. Links may vary not 
only the direction, but also the strength, such as years of marriage, the frequency of 
contact, number of phone calls. The strength of a link is usually represented by a value, 
called its weight, ijw . When weight is used to model the network, G is called a 
weighted undirected/directed network. Examples of different networks are shown in
Figure 2.

3.2 PROPERTIES OF NETWORKS
3.2.1 Network connectivity

A network is connected if there is a path between any pair of nodes, i.e., all nodes are 
reachable through any other nodes. In snowball sampling, a connected network ensures 
that all individuals in the target population can be reached from any initial seed. If not 
all nodes are connected together, the component which contains the largest fraction of 
connected nodes in the network, is called the Giant Connected Component (GCC). 

* For simplicity, in this thesis we do not consider self-loops in the network. 
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When the network is directed, the degree is further divided into outdegree and 
indegree, representing the number of links initiated by a node, or the number of links a 
node is headed to, respectively.  

 =∑out
i ijj

d a  (7) 

 =∑in
i jij

d a  (8) 

Degree provides the most basic information about the network property of a node and 
is often the first measurement I check for a network analysis. In some studies, degree is 
a measurement of node importance or position as comparing to other nodes. For 
example, in an undirected friendship network, degree represents the number of friends a 
node has, larger degree would indicates the individual is very socially active and is well 
known by others. In a human sexual contact network, a higher degree means that the 
person has many sex partners, a signal for potentially being at higher risk of STD 
(sexual transmitted diseases) infection and for being the hubs for disease transmission.  

3.2.3 Degree distribution 

The proportion of nodes with a given degree is characterized as the degree distribution 
(frequency distribution of degrees, or, the histogram of degrees): 

 ( ) = knP k
N

 (9) 

where kn  is the number of nodes with degree k  in the network.  
Degree distribution is one of the most fundamental characteristics of a network and one 
of the driving forces for the blooming of network science research in the past decade 
[74-78], see the following introduction on network models.   

3.2.4 Shortest path and the small-world experiment  
A shortest path from i  to j  is the path with the minimum sum of the weights on the 
links [79]. There may be more than one shortest path between two nodes. When the 
network is not weighted, the distance of a shortest path corresponds to the minimum 
number of intermediate links between the two nodes. The maximum distance between 
any two nodes in network, given the network is connected, is called the diameter. A 
small average shortest path length in a friendship network would indicate that a node 
can get to know any remote stranger by a limited number of introductions through his 
friends, the friends of his friends, and so on.  

In 1967, Milgram et al [80,81] conducted a famous experiment on examining the 
average path length of social network of people living in US: randomly selected 
individuals were asked to send a letter to a target contact person in Boston through their 
acquaintance network: if the recipient knew the target person he could send the letter 
directly, otherwise he was instructed to send the letter to one person he know and who 
he thought is most likely to know the target person. Eventually, 64 out of 296 letters did 
reach the destination. The experimental result showed that the average path length 
between two randomly picked Americans was 5.2. This phenomenon, later called “six 
degrees of separation” [82], was also found in many other societies [83,84], revealing 
the fact that social networks are much better connected than previously assumed. 
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3.2.5 Clustering 
Clustering, or network transitivity, is a property that many networks have in common: 
if j  and k  are neighbors with i , it is very likely that j  and k  are also neighbors of 
one another, i.e., the network has a larger probability of forming triangles. This 
phenomenon is very often observed in social networks and is interpreted as “the friend 
of your friend is also likely to be your friend”, indicating that individuals tend to cluster 
together when we look into social relationships. Clustering is quantified by the 
clustering coefficient: 

 

3 number of triangles in the network
number of connected triples

6 number of triangles in the network   ,
number of paths of length two

C ×
=

×
=

 (10) 

where a path of length two is a directed path starting from a specific node. For a fully 
connected network, 1=C , and for many real-world networks, C  ranges between 0.1 
and 0.5 [74,85,86].  

There is a direct side effect of clustering for chain-referral sampling methods. Suppose 
that a respondent-driven sampling (see Chapter 4) is implemented on a network with 
large C , when a participant i  has passed coupons to his friends (e.g., ,  j k ) and all his 
friends have also attended the interview and have received more coupons, at the next 
step, all these friends ( j  and k ) are asked to distribute their coupons to their friends, it 
is very likely that those who receive coupons at this stage are the same friends with i , 
who have been recruited by their mutual friend ( i ) previously. Such recruitments 
cycling in triangles would consequently lead to low response rate for SWOR and 
inaccurate estimates if the method is assumed to be SWR.  

Saturation is another side effect for sampling on networks with clustering. As friends 
are clustered together, the recruitment can rarely get out of their friendship clusters and 
has a lower chance of penetrating into other parts of the network, the distribution of 
new coupons will end up with those who participated previously and will thus risk the 
sampling waves to stop early.   

3.2.6 Community structure 

For many real-world networks, friends of friends are likely to become friends, as the 
clustering coefficient measures; on a more macro level, groups of individuals may 
interact more often than others, forming various types of community structures on 
networks. Typically, a group of nodes are said to form a community if there is a higher 
density of links within the group and a lower density of links between groups [74,85]. 
A clear identification of communities in a network would undoubtedly be beneficial for 
us to understand and investigate the network more effectively. 

Finding of communities on a network may be nature and intuitive [87], for example, 
friendship networks can be divided into groups based on the age, interests, occupation, 
or ethnics, scientific citation network can be divided into groups based on research 
areas, transportation networks can be divided into groups based on locations, etc. It is 
however not always easy to find an obvious division of community structures for a 
network due to the unknown number of communities to be determined and the unequal 
size and density of communities [88-91]. Various community detection algorithms have 
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been developed during the past years, such as hierarchical clustering [91], modularity 
maximization [91-93], spectral partitioning [91], and random walk mapping [87,88].   

3.2.7 Mixing patterns 

Most of the previous discussion focuses on the network topological structure. Moving 
forward, a more complicated way of thinking is to bring together also the 
characteristics of nodes, such as gender, nation of birth, marriage status. When we try 
to investigate both the network position (e.g., degree) and nodes’ properties, a good 
start is to summarize the frequency of links connecting between different types of 
nodes. 

Suppose we are studying a marriage network in which each link represents a married 
couple, and each node is associated with gender and ethnicity, then the frequency of 
type of links represents the likelihood for a person to choose a partner within or outside 
his/her own ethnicity. In a study of 1,958 couples in San Francisco, California, Catania 
et al. found that participants appeared to choose their partners preferentially from their 
own race, see [94,95]. This phenomenon of associating preferentially with people who 
are similar to themselves is found to be another common phenomenon in social 
networks, and it is called assortative mixing or homophily.  

Homophily can be quantified by the probability that nodes connect with neighbors who 
are similar to themselves with respect to the studied property A  rather than that they 
connect randomly [48,96-98].  Let Ah  be the homophily for nodes with property A , it 
holds that [99] 

 * *(1 ) ,= + −AA A A AS h h P  (11) 

where  *
AAS  is the proportion of type →A A  links among all links originating from 

type A  nodes, and *
AP  is the proportion of type A  nodes in the network. Consequently, 

when 1=Ah , we have * 1=AAS , meaning that all type A  nodes only connect with type 
A  nodes themselves and there is no cross-group connection between type A  nodes and 
type B  nodes; when  0=Ah , we have * *=AA AS P , meaning that type A  nodes connect 
to other nodes proportional to their proportions in the population, there is no preference 
of link formation regarding property A .  

Sometimes it is of interest to check whether nodes with a lot of connections prefer to 
connect with others that are also highly connected, a special case of assortative mixing 
when the degree of nodes is considered as the type of nodes. This is often measured by 
the degree correlation, or assortativity ratio [100-102]: 
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Where M  is the number of links in the network, and ij , ik  are the degrees of nodes at 
the end of the thi  link, 1,...,=i M .  
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3.3 NETWORK MODELS 
3.3.1 Regular networks 

One of the simplest network models is the so called “regular” network, in which nodes 
are associated with exactly the same number of links, such as a square lattice where 
each node is connected to its nearest neighbors in the four directions, or a ring on which 
each node is connected to the same number of nodes on each side. See Figure 4. 

3.3.2 Erdős–Rényi random network 

If links between nodes are formed in a purely random way (the Erdős–Rényi network 
model [103,104]), most of nodes will have a similar degree, while a few will be 
connected with either too few or too many nodes, resulting a “bell-shaped” degree 
distribution*. Given p  the probability of establishing a link between any pair of nodes, 
the probability of a node having degree k  is: 

 ( ) (1 ) ,
!

k z
k n kn z eP k p p

k k

−
− 

= − 
 

  (13) 

where ( 1)= −z p N  is the average degree of the network. 

The ER model (see Figure 7) captures one important characteristic of real-world 
networks, i.e., the average shortest distance. As links are allowed to randomly connect 
with any others in the network, ER networks have small average shortest path lengths. 
It can be proven that, given the network is connected and the average degree k  is 
fixed, the average shortest path length of an ER network scales with the logarithm of its 
size [75]: 

 
ln .
lnER

N
k

   (14) 

However, ER model fails in creating networks with high clustering coefficients. The 
scaling of clustering coefficient follows [75] 

 .ER
kC
N

  (15) 

When the network size is large, ERC  approximates to zero.  

3.3.3 Small-world networks 

In an attempt to generate networks with small shortest path lengths, as well as high 
clustering coefficients capturing real-world network property, Watts and Strogatz 
(1998) proposed the WS model that interpolates between a ring lattice and a random 
graph [105]. The model starts with a ring lattice where nodes are placed on the ring and 
each node is connected to its first k  neighbors ( / 2k  on each side). Then links of each 
node from the clockwise side (or counterclockwise side) are rewired to randomly 
chosen nodes with probability p , self-loops and duplicate links are excluded.  

Apparently, by varying p , the WS model forms networks between extremely regular 
( 0),p =  and random ( 1=p ). Let ( ) p  and ( )C p  be the expected average shortest 
path length and clustering coefficient for a WS model with rewiring probability p . It is 
                                                 
* Strictly speaking, the degree distribution of an ER random network is Binomial, which can be 
approximated by a Poisson distribution for large N  and constant Np . 
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[77,110]. The “scale-free” property of degree distribution has critical effects on many 
network dynamics. For example, the connectivity of these networks is extremely 
vulnerable to the removal of highly connected nodes [118-121], the critical threshold* 
for the spreading of diseases no longer exists [122,123], etc. 

3.3.5 Social networks models 

Social networks, like human sex networks, friendship networks and scientific 
collaboration networks, are found to be fundamentally different from non-social 
networks such as World Wide Web, power grids and airline networks. Many studies on 
empirical networks have revealed that, in addition to common properties of real-world 
networks such as the small-world effect and skewed degree distribution, social 
networks often demonstrate positive degree correlation, i.e., assortativity mixing, and 
clear community structures [124]. Large efforts have been made in recent years for 
designing models that can generate networks with these features [125-132].  

Based on the process of how a network is generated, the current social network models 
can be classified into three categories [133]: network evolution models (NEMs), nodal 
attribute models (NAMs) and exponential random graph models (ERGMs), see Figure 
6. 

Network evolution models (NEMs)
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and global 
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FIGURE 6 CATEGORIES OF SOCIAL NETWORK MODELS. SOURCE: [133]. 

                                                 
* A number ( cλ ) calculated by the disease infectiousness and network structure parameter. The final 
state of an infectious disease spreading on networks with cλ λ<  will die out. 
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espondent Driven Sampling (RDS), proposed by Douglas D. Heckathorn
(1997), was first used in 1994 in the Eastern Connecticut Health Outreach 
(ECHO) project for the study of IDUs as part of an AIDS prevention 

intervention in US [134]. It was not used for HIV surveillance until 2003 outside the 
US [135,136], but since then there has been a rapid increase of RDS studies, with more 
than a hundred empirical studies in over 80 countries (Figure 10) targeting a wide range 
of hidden populations, such as injection drug users, men who have sex with men, sex 
workers and HIV infectors.

4.1 HOW DOES RDS WORK?

RDS begins with the selection of several initial respondents, which are called the 
“seeds”. The seed is then given a number of “coupons” to distribute to friends and 
acquaintances. When interviewed, the new respondent is in turn given coupons to 
distribute. Everyone is rewarded both for completing the interview, and for recruiting 
their peers into the research. If recruitment chains are sufficiently long, the sample 
composition would stabilize and become independent of seeds. Additionally, the 
recruitment information about who recruit whom and each respondent’s personal 
network size are recorded to be used for adjusting the sample composition. An 
illustration is presented in Figure 8.

4.2 DIFFERENCE BETWEEN RDS AND SNOWBALL SAMPLING

Apparently, RDS is a form of “chain-referring” sampling strategy and are similar to the 
snowball sampling method introduced in 1.1.2. However, RDS differs from snowball
sampling in several ways: 

First, it uses a dual incentive mechanism to impulse the recruitment efficiency. Since 
each respondent is rewarded not only for the participation of him/her-self, but also the 
participation of peers he/she recommends, response rates are generally much higher 
than snowball sampling.

Second, rather than asking participants to name and reveal contact details of their 
friends, RDS let respondents recruit peers by themselves. Recruiting respondents by 
population members themselves instead of researchers who are from outside avoids the 
sensitivity and privacy concerns when hidden populations are approached. The peer-
recruitment mechanism also reduces work load for researchers and allows the sample to 
grow automatically. 

Third, the number of coupons is limited in RDS, i.e., each participant is allowed to 
recruit only a certain number of others. On the one hand, the restricted number of 
distributable coupons for each participant forces the sample recruitment chain
penetrates into the inner most of the social network to reach the desired sample size, 
generating samples with improved representativeness; on the other hand, the limited 

R
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with large social network sizes (contact hubs), if these hubs differ largely from other 
individuals on certain characteristics, the sample will be largely biased from the true 
population. To overcome this problem, in most RDS studies, respondents are asked to 
report their personal network sizes. This information is critical for the derivation of 
RDS estimators, which can then be used to generate asymptotically unbiased 
population estimates under several assumptions, see also 4.3. 

 
4.3 THEORY OF RDS: MODELS AND ESTIMATORS 
4.3.1 Modeling RDS as a Markov process 

After collection, the properties of the nodes (respondents), information about who 
recruit whom (recruitment matrix), and the personal network sizes of respondents 
(degree) form the basis for generating inferences about the population characteristics.  

Due to the non-random manner RDS samples are collected, an RDS sample is not 
sufficiently representative for the population as it suffers from various sources of 
biases, such as the underlying social network structure on which the recruitment takes 
place and the heterogeneity of personal network sizes. For example, if individuals in 
the population with a certain property (e.g., males) have more personal connections 
(i.e., degree) than those without this property (females), they would be more likely to 
be recruited by respondents, resulting uneven inclusion probabilities in the sample. 
Consequently, RDS will oversample those with more personal connections and can 
hardly be “representative” for the target population.  

However, it is possible to build mathematical models to weight the sample to 
compensate for the fact that the sample is collected in a non-random way. The models 
are based on the following assumptions* [48,137-139]:  

i. Connectedness: the network on which the recruitment takes place is connected, 
i.e., all individuals in the target population are connected, thus everyone can be 
accessed through her/his personal contacts.  

ii. Reciprocity: all network links are undirected, i.e., the friendship/acquaintance 
relationships between individuals are reciprocal: if i  can recruit j , j  can 
recruit i , too.  

iii. Sampling is with replacement (SWR): each individual can participate the study 
as long as he/she receives a valid coupon, no matter whether he/she has 
participated before. 

iv. Degree: respondents can accurately report their personal network sizes.  

v. Random recruitment: peer recruitment is a random selection from the 
respondent’s personal network, i.e., all friends in a recruiter’s personal network 
have the same probability of receiving a coupon.  

vi. Only one coupon is used in the sampling procedure, i.e., each participant 
recruits a single peer.  

                                                 
* Note that these are assumptions required to build the mathematical model for developing RDS 
estimators. Most of these assumptions are merely theoretical and are not valid in real RDS 
deployments, I will discuss this issue in 4.5.  
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Given the above assumptions, if individual i  is selected in sample wave t , the 
probability of each node to be selected in wave 1t +  is 

 
1/  if there is a link between  and 

Pr
0         otherwise,

i
i j

d i j
→


= 


 (19) 

and the RDS can be modeled as a Markov process with the following transition matrix: 
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where 1ije =  if there is a link from individual i  to individual j , and 0ije =  otherwise, 

and id  is the degree of i . The equilibrium state distribution for this process is a vector 

1 2{ , ,..., }T
NX x x x=  such that 

 .T TX T X=  (21) 

Since the network is undirected, we have ij jie e= . It can be verified that (21) has a 
unique solution 

 1 2
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such that 
1

1
N

i
i

x
=

=∑ . 

(22) indicates that when an RDS sample reaches equilibrium, the probability that 
each node to be included in the sample is proportional to its degree: 
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d
=
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∑
 (23) 

4.3.2 RDS estimator: RDSII 

The conclusion of (23) is crucial, as it implies that, even collected in a non-random 
manner, we can treat the RDS sample as a probability sample such that the inclusion 
probability of each subject in the sample can be approximated by its degree, which can 
be used as the sampling weight to generate population estimates (see Figure 9).  

Specifically, for a given sample 1 2{ , , , }nU v v v= … , with An  being the number of 
respondents in the sample with property A  (e.g., HIV-positive) and B An n n= −  being 
the rest. Let 1 2{ , , , }nd d d…  be the respondents’ degree. Then Pri  can be used to obtain 
the Hansen-Hurwitz estimator [140-142] in which observations are weighted by the 
inverse of the sampling probability; the proportion of individuals belonging to group A  
(we consider a binary property such that each individual belongs to either group A  or 
group B ) in the population can be estimated by [139]: 
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where ( )Ap d  is the population degree distribution and 
max( )

1
· ( )

d

A
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∑ is a normalizing 

constant to ensure that ( )Aq d  sums to 1.  

Note that · ( )Ad p d  is proportional to ( )Aq d , it is also the case that ( )Ap d  is 

proportional to 1· ( )Aq d
d

. So, if a sample has a degree distribution, ( )Aq d , then the 

population degree distribution, ( )Ap d , can be estimated as  
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Then the average degree of members in group A  can be estimated as  
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This can also be written as  
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Another way to estimate the average degree is to use a ratio of two Hansen-Hurwitz 
estimators [143]: the estimated number of links from group A , and the estimated 
number of individuals in group A : 
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Replace Pri  with (23), we have 
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Similarly, the average degree of group B  can be estimated by 
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4.3.3.3 Estimate of recruitment matrix 

When nodes in the network are selected proportional to their degrees, the selection 
probability of each link i je → , can be written as 

 
1Pr Pr .i j i

id→ = ⋅  (35) 

The first term indicates the probability of selecting individual i , and the second term 
indicates each link from i  has the same probability to be chosen to pass a coupon, i.e., 
assumption v.  

Replace Pri  with (23), we have  
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Note 
1=
∑

N

j
j

d  is a constant for any network, (36) indicates that when the RDS sample 

reaches equilibrium, each link in the network has the same probability to be selected. 
Consequently, the recruitment links observed from the RDS sample, form a random 
sample of all links from the underlying social network. Let  

 AA AB

BA BB

s s
S

s s
 

=  
 

 (37) 

be the raw recruitment matrix observed from the sample, where XYs  is the proportion 
of all individuals recruited by members of group X  who are members of group Y  ( ,X

{ , }∈Y A B ), such that 1XX XYs s+ = , S  then is an unbiased estimate for *S .  

4.3.3.4 RDSI estimator 

With 1

1

ˆ /
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A A i
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D n d −

=
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B B i
i

D n d −

=

= ∑  being the estimators for average degrees of 

group A , B , and S  being the estimator for population recruitment matrix *S , we can 
then solve (27) and obtain the RDSI estimator (or SH estimator): 
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4.3.3.5 Data smoothing 

When there are more than two disjoint groups in the population, the reciprocal model 
will generate a set of overdetermined equations, i.e., the number of unknown 
parameters is less than the number of equations. For example, if there are three 
different groups in the population, the reciprocal model becomes: 
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 (39) 

where the population size parameter is canceled out and 1 2
ˆ ˆ, ,P P and 3̂P  are estimated 

population proportions of the three groups.  

Linear least squares may be applied to solve the system; alternately, Heckathorn 
proposed an approach called data smoothing [48,145]. The basic idea of data 
smoothing is that if links in the network are reciprocal, if all groups recruit with equal 
effectiveness (i.e., for any group X , the number of respondents recruited by X  is equal 
to the number of recruitments of group X, X XX XY XNRB R R R= + + + =

XX YX NX XR R R RO+ + + = ), and if recruitments from personal networks are random, 
then cross groups recruitments will be equal for each pair of groups, i.e., for any groups 
X  and Y , XY YXR R= .  

In the data smoothing process, first, each element XYR  is transformed to ˆ
XY Xs E RB , 

where XYs  is the transition probability from the sample recruitment matrix, ˆ
XE  is the 

Markov equilibrium given the transition matrix S , and RB  is the total number of 
recruitments in the sample. The purpose of such a transformation is to make the 
transformed recruitment matrix keep the original selection proportions between groups 
and equal the row and column sums. The next step is then to use the mean of these 
counts, to yield a smoothed recruitment matrix ∗∗R  as follows: 
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Based on ∗∗R , the selection probabilities are recalculated in (39), and the excess 
equations that cause the problem of over determination become redundant. For 
example, based on the smoothed selection proportions and the estimated degrees, the 
smoothed population estimate is calculated as follows in a system with M  groups: 
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where ** **ˆ /XY XY XKK
s R R= ∑ . Note that the data smoothing method doesn’t alter the 

average degree. 

When there are only two groups in the population, it can be verified that the data 
smoothing will affect neither the estimation of recruitment matrix S  nor the RDSI 
estimator.  

4.3.4 Connection between RDSI and RDSII 

Both RDSI and RDSII estimator are asymptotically unbiased [48,137-139]. From (41), 
we can see that for any group X ,  
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from which it follows that 
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When seeds are excluded, the number of type X  participants recruited into the study is 
the same as the number of type X  participants in the sample, i.e, ∗∗ =∑ XK XK

R n . 

Solving (43) for ˆ
AP  we have 
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The right-hand side can be re-written as  
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yielding the exact form of (24), i.e., the RDSII estimator. Therefore, as long as data 
smoothing is used, RDSI and RDSII will coincide.  

4.3.5 Variance estimation 
4.3.5.1 Bootstrap method 

The precision of a sample estimate is usually enhanced by providing a confidence 
interval (CI), which gives a range within which the true population is expected to be 
found with some level of certainty. Due to the complex sample design of RDS, simple 
random sampling based CIs are generally narrower than expected [48,146,147]. 
Consequently, bootstrap methods are used to construct CIs around RDS estimates. 

Salganik (2006) proposed a later widely used bootstrap procedure for RDS estimates to 
generate CIs. The procedure is as follows [147,148]: 

(i) Divide the sample respondents into two groups based on the property of their 
recruiters, that is, those who are recruited by type A  nodes ( recA ) and those who are 
recruited by type B  nodes ( recB );  

(ii) Randomly select a respondent from the sample, if the respondent has property 
,A  then the next respondent is randomly picked from recA , otherwise the next 

respondent is randomly picked from recB . Continue to draw a new respondent until 
the original sample size is reached.  

(iii) Calculate RDS estimate based on the replicated sample. 

(iv) Repeat step (ii) and (iii) until R  bootstrapped estimates are calculated.  

(v) The middle 90%/95% estimates from the ordered R  bootstrapped estimates are 
then used as the estimated CI. 

4.3.5.2 MCMC-based variance estimation 

To account for the non-uniform selection probabilities and the MCMC structure of the 
RDS sample, Volz and Heckathorn developed an estimator for the variance of ˆ

AP  
[139]:  
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where 1 1/− −

∈

= ∑i i j
j U

Z nd d  if i A∈  and 0=iZ  otherwise, and −i j  indicates the 

distance of sampling waves between respondent i  and j . Details of the derivations can 
be found in [139].   

 
4.4 RDS AROUND THE WORLD 

There are two significant improvements in RDS compared to other non-random 
methods when sampling hidden population. First, it uses dual incentives to impulse the 
respondents to recruit more persons into the research, improving response rate. Second, 
unbiased estimates can be obtained by RDS estimators, enabling researchers to draw 
conclusions for the entire studied population from the RDS sample.  
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The efficiency and effectivity of RDS have been proven by the wide practices of RDS 
studies around the world. It has become the state-of-the-art sampling method for 
studying hard-to-access populations [136,149]. For example, the US Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), whose decisions often influence global public 
health standards, have selected RDS for a 25-city study of injection drug users that is 
part of the National HIV Behavioral Surveillance System [150,151]. It has also been 
used by Family Health International, the largest non-profit agency in international 
public health, in more than a dozen countries, including Bangladesh, Burma, 
Cambodia, Egypt, Honduras, India, Kosovo, Mexico, Nepal, Vietnam, Pakistan, Papua 
New Guinea and Russia to study MSM, IDUs and SWs [152].

In a review of RDS studies used for HIV biological and/or behavioral surveillance, 
Malekinejad et al (2008) and Johnston et al (2008) identified that, from 2003 through 
October 1, 2007, there were 128 RDS studies conducted in 28 countries outside US, 
with over 32,000 IDUs, MSM, SWs and high-risk heterosexual (HRH) men being 
surveyed. 

In addition to HIV/AIDS-related high-risk populations, RDS has been applied to study 
a variety of other populations, such as jazz musicians [153,154], visual artist [155],
regular nightlife users [156], young people [157-159], homeless people [160],
university students [161], migrant worker [162-164], refugees [165], immigrants
[166,167].

I have made a recent literature search. By January 03, 2013, there have been more than 
80 countries that had at least one RDS implemented worldwide, see Figure 10.

FIGURE 10 WORLD MAP OF COUNTRIES WITH AT LEAST ONE RDS STUDY IMPLEMENTED

4.5 LIMITATIONS

It has been shown that the RDS estimators are asymptotically unbiased when all the 
assumptions are fulfilled [139]. However, almost all of these assumptions are not met 
in real life [168]:

First, RDS assumes all relationships are reciprocal, however, most social networks 
contain directed links, or links that do not have the same strength in both directions
[169-171]. For example, if i and j can participate the study and receive coupons to 
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distribute, i  considers j  as the first candidate to pass a coupon, but j  may not recruit 
i  since he has other more favorite friends.     

Second, RDS assumes SWR, however, to prevent participants from colluding to recruit 
each other back and forth to gain rewards, and to maximize cost-efficiency, real life 
RDS studies sample without replacement (SWOR), meaning that respondents can 
participate only once. 

Third, RDS estimators need to use the degree data from the sample, however, it is 
difficult for respondents to report their personal network sizes accurately [172].  

Fourth, participants usually pass their coupons to peers with whom they have a close 
rather than a more distant relationship, which is not a random selection [168,173,174]. 

Fifth, to avoid recruitment chains stopping too early, researchers often use more than 
one coupon in the RDS study [136,149]. 

Apparently, given violation of, part of or all of, these assumptions, the validity and 
reliability of RDS estimators become questionable. In parallel with our work of study I, 
in which the effect of violation of RDS assumptions were thoroughly evaluated, Gile 
and Handcock (2010) found a potential bias caused by preferential selection of peers 
and SWOR and addressed the possibility of a reduction of bias by discarding early 
waves [175]. However, the numbers of seeds, coupons and waves were fixed and many 
other assumptions that might affect the RDS estimates, such as directness of networks, 
recruitment failures and degree reporting error, were not simulated. This study was also 
subjected to the limit that the simulated population was only 1000 and the tested sample 
sizes range between 500~950, occupying 50%~95% of the entire population.  

As traditional RDS evaluations were mostly based on synthetic networks and ideally 
fulfilled assumptions, the precision of RDS estimates have long been overestimated. As 
a consequence, the sample size of RDS was usually determined based on the 
presumption that RDS has the same variance as simple random sampling. In a later 
study where Salganik (2006) developed the bootstrapping method for variance 
estimates, he recommended to use a sample size as twice as for SRS. However, 
Salganik’s recommendation was based also on simulated RDS on synthetic networks 
with ideally fulfilled assumptions. 

It was not until recently for researchers to find that the variance in RDS might have 
been severely underestimated. By simulating RDS on empirical networks (one high-
risk heterosexual network focusing on sex workers and drug injectors and their sexual 
and drug partners in Colorado Spring; and 84 middle and high school friendship 
networks from the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health in US), Goel and 
Salganik (2010) found that the variance of RDS estimates were as high as 5.7~58.3 
times higher than SRS when the sample size is 500, indicating a serious overestimation 
on the precision of RDS. They also found that the bootstrapping method tend to 
produce misleadingly narrow CIs, masking the effects of inadequate sample sizes.  

All the above evaluations were made by simulated RDS process on networks with 
known characteristics, McCreesh et al (2012), on the contrary, conducted an RDS study 
in an empirical setting, where the RDS method was used to recruit household heads in 
rural Uganda where the true population data was known [176,177]. They found that 
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only one-third of RDS estimates outperformed the raw proportions in the sample, and 
only 50%-74% of RDS 95% CIs (based on the bootstrapping method) included the true 
population proportion. The narrower than expected CIs produced by the bootstrapping 
method was also found by Wejnert et al (2008, 2009), who had tested the RDS method 
by recruiting college students in 2004 and 2008 [161,168,178]. They had also tested the 
performance of the second variance estimator, the MCMC-based method, and they 
found that it tended to overestimate variance.  

 
4.6 RECENT DEVELOPMENT OF RDS THEORIES 

The recent discovery on the limitations of RDS has led to an intensive research effort 
on the development of new RDS estimators. 

4.6.1 Heckathorn-estimator 

Aiming to analyze continuous variables and control for differential recruitment, 
Heckathorn proposed a variant of RDSI estimator (H-estimator) in 2007. The H-
estimator was developed by partitioning the sample into contiguous degree groups and 
model the RDS as a Markov chain on these degree groups. It has a similar form of 
RDSI [145]: 
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where  AAD  is the adjusted average degree estimate for members of group A  and can 
be calculated by 
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with /g gp n n=  being the sample proportion of respondents in degree group g , and 
ˆ

gE  being the proportion of respondents in degree group g  when the Markov chain on 
degree groups reaches equilibrium. Consequently, if the RDS sample starts from the 
equilibrium state, which is very unlikely to happen, the H-estimator estimator becomes 
the same as RDSI since  1/ −

∈

= ∑


A A i
i A U

AD n d . Heckathorn also recommended to divide 

the sample into / cc n n=  groups of approximately equal size. In the standard 

software for RDS data analysis, RDSAT, the default value for cn  is 12 [179].  

It has been found that the H-estimator is almost identical to RDSI under various 
simulation settings [180], including the presence of differential recruitment*, non-
response and non-recruitment. The difference exists only under very unlikely scenarios, 
e.g., when all seeds have extremely low (or high) degree, and there is a big difference 
between the average degrees of different groups.  

                                                 
* Note that even the original motivation of the H-estimator was to overcome the problem of differential 
recruitment, in the evaluation of Tomas (2011), no evidence was found that the H-estimator adjusts for 
differential recruitment or non-response. 
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4.6.2 SS-estimator 

Other studies seek to use some priori information to improve the performance of RDS 
estimates. For example, based on known population size, Gile (2011) developed a 
successive-sampling-based estimator (SS-estimator) to adjust the SWOR feature of 
empirical RDS [181]. The estimator has a similar form of RDSII, instead of the degree, 
it approximates the inclusion probability of each node by a series of simulated 
successive sampling* samples from an estimated population degree distribution. The 
basic procedure of calculating SS-estimator is as follows: 

i. Initialize a unit size to inclusion probability mapping function 0 ( ) : π→f k k , 

 0 ( ) ,= ∑ l
l

vkf k
N l

 (49) 

where lv  is the number of respondents with degree l  in the sample. The 
initialization ensures that 0 ( )f k  is proportional to k . 

ii. Iteratively estimate population distribution of degrees. For 1,...,=i r : 
a. Estimate the number of individuals with degree k  in the population: 

 0
1 1( ) .
( ) ( )− −= ⋅ = ∑i k l

k i il

v vkN N f k
f k N f l

 (50) 

This procedure uses the population size N  as a known parameter and are 
very similar to the degree estimation introduced in equation (29).  

b. Estimate the inclusion probabilities for nodes from the population of { }i
kN . 

This is achieved by simulating M  SS-samples of size n  from { }i
kN , and 

the inclusion probability for a node with degree k  can be estimated by 

 
1( ) ,
1

+
≈

+
i k

i
k

Uf k
MN

 (51) 

where kU  is the total number of observed units with degree k  from the M  
SS-samples.  

iii. After r  iterations, ( )rf k  is then used as an approximation of inclusion 
probability for nodes of degree k , i.e., Pr( ) ( )∝ rk f k . Substituting id  with 

( )r
if d  in the RDSII-estimator, the population estimate then becomes:  

 

1

1
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ˆ .

( )
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i A U
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j
j U

f d
P

f d

−

∈
−

∈

=
∑
∑
  (52) 

It is recommended to use 2000M =  and 3r =  [181]. The SS-estimator has shown 
superior performance with simulations on networks of 1000 nodes with large fraction 
of sample sizes (over 50% of the network size), when there is a big difference between 
SWR and SWOR. However, in an evaluation where more complex simulation settings 
were used, e.g., when RDS was implemented with differential recruitment and non-
response rates, SS-estimator failed to outperform other estimators under many 
situations [180].  

                                                 
* Successive sampling (SS) is also called probability proportional to size without replacement sampling 
(PPSWOR). In SS, each unit is selected into the sample with probability proportional to unit size from 
among the remaining units.  
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Note that the SS-estimator is dependent on the knowledge of the true population size, 
which is usually not known for hidden populations. A compromise would be to use it as 
a sensitivity test method to check the variation of estimate given a range of population 
sizes.  

4.6.3 GH-estimator 

In Gile and Hancock (2011), the SS-estimator was extended to adjust for the bias 
induced by the selection of seeds. Instead of drawing SS samples from a population 
degree distribution, simulated RDS samples (WOR) with replicated features (e.g., 
sample size, number of seeds, off spring distributions*) of the observed sample were 
drawn from networks generated by ERGM models. The new estimator (GH-estimator) 
requires knowledge about both the population size and the property of neighbors 
among each participant’s personal networks [182]: 

i. Initialize 0

1
( ) ,

N
ji

j j

Sdf i
N d=

= ∑  where 1iS =  if person i  is sampled, otherwise 

0.iS =  
ii. For 1,...,=i r : 

a. Estimate the number of individuals with degree k  and property {0,1}=X  
in the population: 

 , 1
1

1 I( , ),
( )−

=

= = =∑
N

ji
k X j ji

j

S
N d k z X

N f j
 (53) 

where 1=iz  if ∈i A , otherwise 0=iz .  

b. Estimate 1
1

( (1 ) ( ) )
( , )

2 ( )
θ θ

−
=

− + −
Θ =∑

N
j j j j j ji

i
j j

S z d z
g G

f d
 for the ERGM model 

 , ( , )
exp( ( , ))( )η

η
Θ

Θ
= =g G

g GP Y G
C

 (54) 

where  θ j  is the number of nodes with property A  among j ’s personal 
network, η  is the model parameters and C  the normalizing function. The 
model is then fitted to compute η , denote by η̂ r , based on ,{ }i

k XN  and 
( , )Θ

ig G  . 
c. Simulate 1M  networks according to the distribution given by 

ˆ ,  { },  and ( , )η Θ

i i i
kN g G . For each of these network, simulate 2M  RDS 

samples according to the sampling parameter ,  ,  .seeds s
cn N p  The inclusion 

probability for any node of degree jd  and type X  can be estimated by: 

 ,

,

1
( ) ,  .
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+
= ∈

+
j j

j j

i
d zi

i
d z

U
f j j U

MN
 (55) 

where ,j j

i
d zU  is the total number of observed units with degree jd  and 

property jz  from the 1 2×M M  samples.  
iii. Estimate the population proportion by:  

                                                 
* The offspring distribution { , 1,..,maximum number of coupons}s

cp c =  is merely the distribution of 
proportions of number of succeed recruitments for respondents in the sample.  
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Gile and Hancock (2011) have also developed a bootstrap approach for constructing 
CIs. In this method, RDS processes are repeatedly simulated on the ERGM networks 
generated in (54), CIs are then calculated based on estimates (the middle 95%/90% 
ordered estimates by (56)) from simulated RDS samples. They have shown that the 
new estimator is able to generate estimates with minimum bias and it is robust to 
selection bias of seeds.  

4.6.4 Other approaches 

A few researchers focus on developing innovative methods for analyzing the RDS 
sample data. For example, Poon et al (2009) modeled the tree-like structure of RDS as 
a multitype branching process (MBP) based on stochastic context-free grammars 
(SCFGs). The new method allowed them to find latent variability in the recruitment 
process of an RDS study for IDU in Tijuana, Mexico, that IDUs tended to emulate the 
recruitment behavior of their recruiter, and the recruitment of a peer of their own type 
was dependent on the number of recruits [183].  

In a recent unpublished work, Handcock et al (2012) developed a Bayesian inference 
approach for estimating the population size based on RDS sample data. With adequate 
prior information on the population degree distribution and population size distribution, 
it has been shown in their case studies that the new approach is able to generate 
estimates compatible with UNAIDS guideline estimates as well as capture/recapture 
estimates of population sizes [184].  

 

4.7 SUMMARY 

From more than a decade RDS has proven its ability in efficiently accessing hidden 
populations. The power of generating unbiased population estimates, however, has 
been less applauded as more and more researchers recognize that violation of 
assumptions in empirical studies is common, and that even on simulated networks with 
ideal recruitment, RDS tends to generate estimate with large variance.  

Evaluation and improvement are consequently critical for the continuing popularization 
of RDS in the study of hidden populations. The current literature, however, is limited in 
the following aspects: 

(i) Lack of a systematical overview on the effect of violation of RDS assumptions. 
RDS estimators are based on six assumptions, with almost all of them are violated in 
practices; however, most evaluation studies focus only on part of these assumptions, 
such as SWOR, seed selection bias and recruitment behavior. There is a lack of 
knowledge on the performance of RDS estimators regarding network directedness, 
degree reporting error, etc.  

(ii) Excessively large sample fraction in population of limited size. As I mentioned 
before, many RDS evaluation studies extensively used the tested network size of 
1000, with sample sizes ranges from 500 to 950. The purpose of such a setting 
would undoubtedly help to identify the problem of SWOR, as opposed to SWR in 
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the RDS assumption; however, sampling 50%~95% of population individuals would 
prohibit the generalization of results to more typical scenarios where the sample 
fraction is much smaller.  

(iii) Lack of a test network resembling a hidden population. The performance of 
RDS estimators are assessed on either synthetic networks or networks from non-
hidden population, and often the effect of network structure such as degree 
distribution and communities which are considered of central importance is ignored 
in these studies.  

(iv) New estimators are not applicable when the network is directed, or when the 
prior information about the population size is difficult to obtain. 

As an attempt to overcome these limitations, this thesis focuses on the evaluation and 
improvement of RDS estimate methods, see Chapter 5.  
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RDS practitioners a useful manual on accessing the severity of violations in sample 
data as well as cautiousness needed to interpret RDS estimates.  

Improvement: With widely existing evidence of violations of RDS assumptions in 
practice, and sever bias such violations may effect traditional RDS estimators revealed 
in study I, we identified a pressing need for advanced methodologies to be applied to 
improve RDS estimators to be more robust to violation of assumptions. We improve 
RDS from two aspects: 

Empirically: Location-based face-to-face interviews usually barrier potential 
respondents from long distance traveling to reach the study site; Internet-based surveys, 
on the contrary, provide easy access to participation as well as covering for sensitive 
conversations. In Study II, we implemented a Web-based RDS study for the study of 
MSM in Vietnam. The study aimed to evaluate the feasibility and challenge of 
implementing a Web-based RDS towards hidden population.   

Theoretically: Study III developed a method which generalizes RDS method from 
undirected network to directed network; Study IV proposed an RDS estimator which 
does not require population value as prior information and has superior performance 
over traditional RDS estimators. The new estimator also exhibits strong robustness to 
violation of the random recruitment assumption.  
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6.1 EMPIRICAL NETWORK DATA (PAPER I, III, IV)
6.1.1 Data collection

An anonymized online social MSM network was used to evaluate the performance of 
existing and newly developed RDS estimators. The network came from the Nordic 
region’s largest and most active Web community for homosexual, bisexual, transgender 
and queer persons (www.qruiser.com) [185]. Contacts between members on the Web 
site were maintained mainly by a “favorites list”, on which each member could add any
other member without approval from that member. Members could attend clubs (Web 
pages with specific topics) and sent messages to each other.

We collected information on personal profiles registered on this Website as well as all 
messages that were sent within the Web community from November 15th, 2005, to 
January 18th, 2006*. During the 65 days of the data collection period, 12,590,911 
messages were recorded and 184,819 distinct members were registered on the Web site.

6.1.2 Network formation

On the basis of the membership profiles, we extracted a network in which each node 
represents a member registered as homosexual male, and each link represents the 
relationship that a member added another member on his favorite list. Note that 
approval is not needed from whom was added, the link is directed. If a pair of members 
added each other, the link is reciprocal; if there is only one directed link between them, 
the link is irreciprocal. 

To make sure each node could be recruited with simulated RDS, only members of the 
giant connected component (GCC) from the network with only reciprocal links were 
kept as nodes in all following variants of networks (16082 active, gay men). 

Undirected network (G1): when only reciprocal links are kept, the 16082 gay men and 
the links between them forms the fundamental undirected MSM network for our test. It 
was examined in Study I and Study IV. 

Directed network (G2): if we add previously excluded irreciprocal links to the 
undirected network, we obtain a directed network, with larger link density but the same 
number of nodes. It was examined in Study I and Study III. 

Weighted network (Gmax and Gmin): we weighted each reciprocal link in the undirected 
network, by either the maximum number or minimum number of messages sent in any 
one direction, to test the effect of nonrandom recruitment, see Study I. 

Variants of the undirected network (G1add and G1rand): to avoid misleading conclusions 
resulting from the effects of network structure and link density, variations of the 
undirected network were created in Study I by randomly adding links or rewiring links 

* There is a typo in Paper I, in which the date was written as “from December 15th, 2005, to January 
18th, 2006”. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS
6
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The performance of RDS estimators was evaluated by comparing estimates from 
simulated RDS samples with the true population value, for four selected dichotomous 
properties extracted from users’ profiles: age (born before 1980), county (live in 
Stockholm, ct), civil status (married, cs), and profession (employed, pf ). 

These four properties covered a wide range of population proportion, cross-group link 
probability, homophily and activity ratio*, forming a rich test base for the evaluation of 
RDS estimators (see Table 3). Take homophily for an example, the homophily for the 
county was 0.50, which means that members who live in Stockholm formed links with 
members who also live in Stockholm 50% of the time, while they formed links 
randomly with members from among all cities (including Stockholm) the remaining 
50% of the time. The civil status had a very low level of homophily, indicating that 
links were formed as if randomly among other members, regardless of their marital 
status.  

TABLE 3 POPULATION PROPORTIONS P*, HOMOPHILIES H AND ACTIVITY RATIO W OF THE 

STUDIED VARIABLES IN THE MSM NETWORKS 

 Age County Civil status Profession 
 Before 1980 others Stockholm others Single Others Employed Others 

p* 77.77 22.23 38.79 61.21 40.39 59.61 38.19 61.81 
H G1 0.4 0.37 0.5 0.4 0.05 0.08 0.13 −0.05 
H G2 0.23 0.34 0.5 0.28 0.03 0.07 0.06 0.02 
w G1 1.05 0.95 1.22 0.82 0.97 1.03 1.21 0.83 
w G2 1.22 -0.95 0.82 -1.05 1.15 -1.32 0.87 -0.76 

 
 
6.2 WEBRDS (PAPER II) 
6.2.1 The WebRDS system  

An automated WebRDS surveying system was developed to recruit MSM Internet 
users in Vietnam. With this system, a participant logs into the Website with a password 
(coupon). After completing the survey, the system automatically generates four 
additional passwords for the participant to distribute. Participants can choose either 
forwarding these coupons by themselves or through the system by providing their email 
or Yahoo! Messenger addresses (popular for Internet communication in Vietnam).  

6.2.2 Inclusion criteria and incentives 

This survey was cross-sectional, performed online with the WebRDS system and 
carried out between February 18 and April 12, 2011. Eligible participants were adult 
men (≥18 years) who had ever had any type of sex (including oral sex and mutual 
masturbation) with another man, had not previously participated in the survey, and 
were living in Vietnam at the time of the study.  

In order to simulate the recruitment, we offered each participant 1) 50,000 VND (2.45 
USD) as credit on the participant’s SIM card and the same amount for each successful 
recruitment of an MSM friend; 2) the option of donating the monetary reward to a 
MSM community organization chosen by the participant; 3) a lottery with the 
                                                 
* Activity ratio, is the ratio of mean degree for group A  to group B , /A Bw D D= . 
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possibility of winning an iPad*; 4) text emphasizing participation in order to support 
MSM in Vietnam; and 5) being able to compare one’s own answers to those of other 
participants in simple, informative and anonymous charts (eight questions were 
included). 

6.2.3 Questionnaire 

The questionnaire contained 17 questions (see Appendix), including 

• number of sexual partners in the past 6 months 
• sexual partner preferences (prefer as sexual partners only men, men to 

women, women to men or only women) 
• duration of the respondent’s longest relationship 
• opinion on legalizing same-sex marriage in Vietnam 
• frequency of Internet-use 
• sociodemographic characteristics 
• network size  
• relationship between the participant and his recruiter 
• the social context in which the participant got to know his recruiter 

Logical checks with error messages were used for interdependent questions. Only 
positive integers were allowed for numeric answers. All questions included a “don’t 
want to answer” option and all questions needed to be answered. Participants who 
wanted to receive rewards filled out contact details and a personal identifier (telephone 
number, email or Yahoo! Messenger address, and the last three digits of their nine-digit 
ID number). Time points at which each participant loaded the Web pages was stored to 
facilitate identification of ineligible submissions, including unserious attempts to 
answer the questionnaire or the same person trying to answer more than one 
questionnaire to receive additional rewards. 

6.2.4 Sampling procedure 

The study was performed in collaboration with a local research organization in 
Vietnam working to promote LGBT and ethnic minority rights (iSEE). iSEE has an 
extensive knowledge and contact network among MSM community groups and a close 
collaboration with Web administrators of Vietnamese LGBT Web sites. Fifteen seeds, 
who were recruited through these networks, initiated the survey and a further five seeds 
were added two weeks later to increase the speed of recruitment. Six seeds came from 
Ho Chi Minh City, ten from Hanoi and four from Hoa Binh. 

Nineteen out of the 20 seeds had attended some kind of education after high school 
(vocational training, college or university). Participants received, from their recruiter, 
an invitation message with a login code and a Web address. They logged in, accessed 
detailed information about the study, approved participation and eligibility and 
answered a written questionnaire. Participants could then compare their own answers to 
aggregated answers of earlier participants, displayed in informative bar charts. 

On the last page participants were encouraged to recruit MSM friends by providing an 
e-mail or Yahoo! Messenger address (popular for communications in Vietnam), and 
being automatically sent four invitation messages, which could be forwarded to MSM 

                                                 
* A line of tablet computers designed and marketed by Apple Inc. http://www.apple.com/ipad/     
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friends. The messages were also displayed on the screen and could be copied for 
sending by other preferred means. Text both on the Web site and in the email/Yahoo! 
chat messages emphasized that only MSM living in Vietnam and of age 18 years or 
above were allowed to participate. A warning was included saying that advanced 
checks were applied and that failure to follow the recruitment rules would mean loss of 
compensation. No restriction was given as to whether the recruiter knew each other in 
real life or only through the Internet. Reminders to recruit were sent out two and four 
days after completing the survey. Participants were informed that they had seven days 
to recruit and were given rewards for recruitments that took place during that time. 
Some participants took the survey at a later time point. They were retained in the 
sample and the persons they recruited were given standard compensation. 

6.2.5 Piloting and early version of the system 

The Web site and recruitment system was extensively pilot tested. Interviews and 
focus-group discussions among MSM were performed to understand social networks 
among MSM, online interaction and to decide on appropriate incentives. Two versions 
of the WebRDS site were used for sampling before the study described in this paper 
was carried out. These WebRDS systems differed in that they had a less advanced 
graphic design and smaller incentives. In the first survey in 2009, recruitment died out 
after a maximum of 5 waves (25 participants, 15 seeds). The second time, recruitment 
improved but stopped after 5 waves (84 participants, 15 seeds). 

 

6.3 TOOLS FOR DATA PROCESSING AND SIMULATION 

Database software, Microsoft SQL server and MySQL, were used to store and process 
RDS sample data and empirical network data. The official analytical tool for RDS 
sample data is RDSAT with the latest version 7.0. However due to the flexibilities 
required by our analysis, I used self-coded programs in Microsoft Visual Studio C#.net 
and Matlab for data processing and simulation. Network visualization was made with 
Gephi, Pajek, Netdraw and Adobe Illustrator.  

 
Useful links 

Microsoft SQL: 
http://www.microsoft.com/sqlserver/en/us/default.aspx  

MySQL: 
http://www.mysql.com/  

RDSAT: 
http://www.respondentdrivensampling.org/main.htm  

Microsoft Visual Studio: 
http://www.microsoft.com/visualstudio/  

Matlab: 
www.mathworks.com/products/matlab/  

Gephi: 
https://gephi.org/  
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Pajek: 
http://pajek.imfm.si/doku.php?id=pajek  

Netdraw: 
http://www.analytictech.com/downloadnd.htm  

Adobe Illustrator: 
http://www.adobe.com/products/illustrator.html  

 

6.4 ETHICS 

As discussed in Chapter 2, ethical considerations are especially important when 
studying HIV/AIDS-related high-risk populations.  

The empirical network data studied in paper I, III and IV was de-identified and 
extracted by the Website Administrator with the approval from the Regional Ethical 
Review Board in Stockholm (EPN). We are particularly concerned with data privacy 
and confidentiality, and possible risks of diluting data anonymity [186,187]. For 
example, a user like “XY3769” maybe meaningless to other people but people who are 
active online are as well known by their usernames as their traditional names. 
Revealing of MSM identity in Nordic countries may be a less sensitive issue comparing 
to other worlds like Asia, however, in addition to the risk of bringing stigmatization and 
harms to personal reputation to individual users, the Website owner/company, also 
need to risk losing customers and violating data policies once harm has been done to 
their users based on this data. For these reasons, all usernames have been replaced with 
identifiers that provide no link to the actual participant when the data is fully de-
identified. We did not store any information that can used to reveal user identities from 
the Website, such as email, IP address, or message content.  

The use of the empirical network data has several important outcomes: first, it helps us 
to understand the social network structure of hidden populations; second, it provides a 
rich test base for the evaluation of RDS method, the outcome of which is critical to 
guide the implementation and data analysis of RDS in other countries; third, 
improvements of RDS methods developed based on this data would be critical for 
future RDS applications and will help researchers and policy makers gain a better 
knowledge about hidden population. As time goes by, the increased clarity of hidden 
population societies will strengthen our understanding and decrease the stigmatization 
around them.  

Unlike Nordica countries, in Vietnam as elsewhere in Asia, identities of MSM are 
heavily stigmatized though they are not illegal. Most men get married to follow the 
culture and norms even they perceive themselves as homosexual. Consequently, study 
for MSM in Vietnam is highly sensitive and challenging. MSM are unwilling to reveal 
their identities to friends and families and are often afraid of being discriminated from 
the public. The WebRDS recruiting system avoids the sensitivity and privacy concerns 
raised during physically-based face-to-face interviews. However, we do aware of that 
there is a possibility of identifying an individual even from Internet. In paper II, we put 
a lot of effort into making the site and recruitment system safe and confidential for 
participants, including: 1) only individual with an authorized coupon could log into the 
system; 2) once logged in, the participant was given the consent page to choose to 
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either participate or leave. All information about the survey was available on all survey 
pages; 3) participants could choose to leave the system at any time; 4) when a 
participant clicked the log-out button, the browser was automatically directed to 
Google.com and a detailed instruction on how to delete browser history was given; 5) 
communication between the users and the server was encrypted, the original IP address 
was coded using the one-way encryption algorithm MD5 and was deleted after the 
encryption; 6) all visiting information was emptied and the user needed to log in again 
if he did not have any activity on the survey for 5 minutes. This study was approved by 
the Hanoi Medical University Review Board for Bio-Medical Research and EPN. All 
data was analyzed in fully de-identified form. 

The successful implementation of WebRDS system in recruiting more than 600 
respondents reveals that, with minimized sensitivity and privacy concern, WebRDS is a 
useful tool for sampling MSM Internet users in Vietnam. This study is a first attempt to 
studying the characteristics of demography and risk behaviors of online MSM 
population with a representative sample, and would undoubtedly contribute to the 
understanding of hidden populations and to the setting up of HIV surveillance and 
prevention programs in Vietnam.  
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7.1 PAPER I: The Sensitivity of Respondent-Driven Sampling

7.1.1 Summary

In Paper I we use the empirical MSM social network and its variants as the test base, to 
run simulated RDS processes with violation of assumptions, one by one, and compare 
RDS estimates with true population values, to assess the sensitivity of RDS methods to 
different violation of assumptions. 

7.1.2 Study design

We ran simulated RDS processes on the test networks in various settings. After each 
simulation, the RDS estimates for the four properties, age, county, civil status, and 
profession, were then compared with the population values. Average estimates (AE), 
bias, standard deviation (SD), mean absolute error (MAE) and design effect (DE)*,
were used to assess the performance of RDS estimators†.

Six scenarios were used to simulate RDS in ideal or real-life settings:

(i) Ideal scenario: We ran RDS on the undirected MSM social network (G1) with all 
assumptions specified in 4.3.1 fulfilled.

(ii) Violation of the reciprocal assumption: We ran RDS on the directed MSM social 
network (G2).

(iii) Violation of the SWR assumption: We ran RDS with SWOR, i.e., each 
individual can only participate once. G1 and its variants, i.e., the link-added denser 
networks (G1add) and link-rewired random networks (G1rand) were tested.  

(iv) Violation of the degree assumption: We allowed participants to reject invitations 
and let participants ignore (miscount) peers when inviting. We simulated the 
rejection and ignoring behavior both independently and dependently of the 
characteristics of participants. G1, G1add and G1rand were tested. 

(v) Violation of the random recruitment assumption: We allowed respondents to be 
more likely to recruit friends with whom they communicate more often. The 
weighted networks were tested (G1max and G1min). 

(vi) Violation of the one coupon assumption: We simulated RDS with different 
selection method of seeds and with varied number of seeds and coupons. G1, G1add
and G1rand were tested.

Note that in the above settings, some of them are actually combinations of violation of 
assumptions, such as when participants were allowed to reject invitation and ignore 
peers, this could be seen as, first, a violation of degree assumption which requires 
participants to report degree accurately, and second, a violation of the one coupon 

*  The variance of the RDS estimates divided by the variance of SRS with the same sample size.
† We chose RDSII estimator as it is equivalent to RDSI when the population is composed of two 
disjoint groups in the population and it has shown improved analytical power in literature.

RESULTS
7
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assumption which states that all participants use their only coupon to make one 
successful recruitment.

7.1.3 Result

RDS under ideal assumptions

When all assumptions are fulfilled, the RDSII estimates converge to the true population 
proportions very quickly. When sample sizes are between 500 and 1000, the SD is
around 0.05, and the MAE is around 0.04. The design effects are around 13 and 10, for 
age and county respectively, and 5 for both civil status and profession (see Figure 14).

FIGURE 14 RDSII ESTIMATIONS ON THE UNDIRECTED NETWORK G1. (A) AGE; (B) COUNTY;
(C) CIVIL STATUS; (D) PROFESSION. SOURCE: [137]

Violation 1: RDS on networks with irreciprocal links 

Estimates are biased for all variables. Biases for age and county can be as high as 0.06, 
whereas for variables with less homophily (civil status and profession), biases are
lower, at 0.005 and 0.022 respectively. The SDs are similar for all four groups (and 
very similar to the SD of the undirected networks). However, the MAE is much higher 
than that of the undirected networks for age and county (0.07–0.08).

Violation 2: sampling without replacement*

SWOR generates bias in different directions when the RDS sample occupies a large 
fraction of population. However, when sample size is less than 1000, the bias of SWOR 
is negligible and sometimes even less than the bias of SWR, and that the SD, MAE and 
DE are always smaller than those for SWR. These results indicate that in practical RDS 

* Correction: In Paper I, fig 6 and fig 7, the number of seeds should be 10, instead of 1. 
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implementations where SWOR is used, as long as the sample fraction is small, this 
violation of assumption will actually be beneficial to the performance of RDS 
estimates.  

Violation 3: RDS with rejection rates and miscounted personal networks  

When the probabilities of rejection and miscounting do not depend on the outcome 
variables, i.e., all nodes exhibit the same recruitment behavior, regardless of their 
characteristics, the bias is small-to-moderate on G1 and G1rand, and negligible on the 
dense network, G1add. Both SD and MAE decrease with increased probability of 
rejection and miscounting.  

By contrast, when the rejecting and miscounting behavior is dependent on the 
characteristics of individuals, large bias (and MAE) may be generated. The absolute 
worst-case scenario occurs when individuals of the two disjoint groups behave in 
opposite ways. For example, when members who were born before 1980 reject half of 
the invitations that were given to them and the members who were born after 1980 do 
not reject any invitations (no miscounting of personal networks), the bias is over 0.3 for 
age. 

Violation 4: RDS with non-random recruitments  

RDS estimates are biased for all four variables when the probability of distributing 
coupons to peers proportional to the contact frequency (amount of messages sent) 
between each pair of nodes. The bias is, however, not subjected to the homophily of 
variables: biases for age, county, civil status, and profession on Gmax are 0.01, 0.02, 
0.04, and 0.03 respectively. The non-random recruitment also result in higher SD and 
MAE than ideal conditions.  

Violation 5: RDS with non-randomly selected seeds and increased 
number of coupons  

We simulated RDS by choosing nodes as seeds either uniformly or proportional to their 
degree; however, the differences in biases between the two methods are minute. The 
SD and MAE generated by these two methods are in essence the same when the sample 
size is 500.  

The number of seeds and coupons, on the other hand, has a clear effect on SD and 
MAE of RDS estimates: both the SD and the MAE increased when the samplings used 
more coupons, especially combined with limited number of seeds.  

 

7.2 PAPER II: Implementation of Web-Based Respondent-Driven Sampling 

among Men Who Have Sex with Men in Vietnam 

7.2.1 Summary 

Paper II is an attempt to improve the RDS implementation by providing a system for 
respondent to participate and recruit with Internet-based surveys (WebRDS). The use 
of the Internet enables respondents to participate in the study easily and avoids the 
sensitivity issues that arise during face-to-face interviews by answering Web surveys 
anonymously.  
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7.2.2 Sampling dynamics

676 submissions were recorded. The length of recruitment chains varied from 1 to 24
waves (excluding seed wave). Eight recruitment chains (out of 20) reached more than 
five waves (Figure 15).

FIGURE 15 RECRUITMENT CHAINS OF SUBMITTED SURVEYS. SOURCE: [188]

Five seeds were added 14 days after the first group. If we backdate the start date of 
these five seeds by 14 days so that all seeds could be considered to have started on the 
same day, the site received around 500 submissions from the activation of seeds to two 
weeks later. The daily number of submissions then gradually decreased and about 100 
surveys were submitted during the last 20 days, after which submissions stopped by 
itself.

7.2.3 Duplicated submissions, data cleaning and analysis

9.6 percent of completed surveys (65 surveys) included a stated age below 18 years, or 
a telephone number, e-mail or Yahoo! Chat address that had previously been registered 
in the system. We defined these as “invalid”. We excluded seeds together with the 
aforementioned invalid submissions to produce a cleaned sample (571 respondents). 
From this sample we estimated population proportions using RDSII. We have not 
included confidence intervals in this paper since there is currently no consensus on how 
to best estimate RDS design effects.

We checked all surveys for other signs of duplication or invalidity by flagging surveys 
containing a repeated IP number, deviating answers (as described below), or short 
completion times. We analyzed the sensitivity of the estimates to include or exclude 
these flagged submissions. Specifically we compared the estimates generated from the 
full sample of non-seed submissions with valid age with the estimates generated from 
groups with progressively stricter inclusion criteria according to the following: 1) 
exclusion of submissions with a repeated email, Yahoo! Chat ID or telephone number 
(forming the cleaned sample above); 2) additionally excluding repeated IP numbers; 
and 3) additionally excluding submissions with short completion times (<3 minutes), 
submissions stating no education (rare in Vietnam), or submission stating six-month 
partner numbers above 1,000. Differences were small between the groups. Details are 
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included in the supplementary material. For all estimates in the supplementary material 
the maximum absolute differences when comparing the full sample to the groups with 
progressively stricter inclusion criteria were 6.6%. 

7.2.4 Equilibrium 

Using the standard criteria in the literature [189], equilibrium was reached for all 
variables after a maximum of seven waves and a median of two waves. We also plotted 
the sample compositions with increasing sample sizes (see supplementary material of 
Paper II). Judging from these plots, the sample compositions stabilized well for all 
variables in the survey, with the exception of home province. The maximum absolute 
difference in estimated proportions comparing the full sample and the last 200 
respondents among all the variables in the supplementary material was 4.3% for 
estimates of proportions and 0.67 for estimated numeric values (sexual partner 
numbers, age and social network sizes). 

7.2.5 Sample characteristics  

The personal network size used for RDSII adjustment is defined as the number of 
persons the participant believed used the Internet and had interacted with in anyway 
during the past seven days (including on the phone, Internet, or in person). The average 
network size was 5.5 persons. Adjusted by the reported personal network sizes, the 
majority of the sample consisted of young persons with an estimated mean and median 
age of 22 years. The estimated proportion with education at vocational school, college 
or university was 87%. An estimated 67% used the Internet every day during the past 
month and an estimated 82% came from the two large metropolitan areas of Ho Chi 
Minh City and Hanoi (81% of the sample). The recruitment chains also penetrated 
outside the large metropolitan areas with 32 provinces represented out of 63. 

An estimated 98% (99% of the sample) preferred only men or preferred men to women 
as sexual partners, and 81% (81% of the sample) thought that same-sex marriage 
should be allowed in Vietnam. An estimated 92% (91% of the sample) had an existing 
relationship to their recruiter (an estimated 8% were recruited by a stranger). Median 
number of sexual partners during the last six months was two. Figure 16 presents the 
sample proportions and estimates of selected variables.  
 
Comparison with existing statistics 

Comparing national statistics and other published research data with our estimates 
shows interesting similarities and dissimilarities that may reflect sampling bias, 
variability between data collection instruments and systematic differences between the 
sexually active Internet-using MSM population and the general population. 

Age: Using the RDSII estimator, 97% of the MSM population under study was 
estimated to be below 30 years of age and the sample mean and median ages were 22 
years. By comparison, 43% of the adult male population in Vietnam is between 18 and 
29 [190]. The lower mean age of sampled MSM compared to the national age 
distribution for men is consistent with an offline RDS study of MSM in Khanh Hoa, 
Vietnam, which reported a median ages of 24 years [191] and an RDS in Hanoi with 
median age of 20–24 years. One online survey among visitors to Vietnamese MSM 
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other social networks, MSM networks in Vietnam are most likely small-world 
networks [105], with short numbers of steps between provinces. 

Sexual partner preference: One percent stated that they preferred only women or 
preferred women to men as sexual partners. The banner survey on MSM sites [191] and 
an offline RDS in Hanoi with a similar question [191] recorded 15% and 1.9% 
respectively for the same responses. A middle option (“Prefer women and men 
equally”) was available in these studies in contrast to our study, with 14% and 8% of 
answers respectively. 

 

7.3 PAPER III: Respondent-Driven Sampling on Directed Networks 
7.3.1 Summary 

In Paper I, we showed that one of the most harmful violations of assumptions is that the 
underlying network over which the coupons are distributed contains irreciprocal 
relationships, i.e., the network is directed. Unfortunately, this violation of assumption 
occurred quite often in RDS practices. Paper III aims to improve the RDS methodology 
by developing new estimators that allows RDS samples collected from directed 
networks to be generalized to the population.  

7.3.2 Study design 

Extension of RDSII (VHout) estimator to directed network  
When the network is directed but strongly connected, i.e., all nodes can be reached 
from any initial node, given that all other assumptions are fulfilled, the RDS process 
can be modeled as a Markov process with a transition matrix { / ,1 ,out

ij ij iR a e d i j= = ≤

}N≤  where out
id  is the outdegree of node i . This process has a unique equilibrium 

distribution 1[ ]Nπ π π=   satisfying T T TR π π= , indicating that π  is the eigenvector 
corresponding to eigenvalue 1 for TR . Consequently, iπ  can be used to obtain the 
Hansen-Hurwitz estimator where observations are weighted by the inverse of the 
sampling probability: 
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Unfortunately, no analytical solution for π  is available for a general directed network. 
However, note that under the above assumptions, the RDS process is merely a random 
walk on the network, for which we can easily adopt the mean field approach in [195] to 
derive an approximation of π  (see analytical details in Paper 3).  

When there is no degree-degree correlation in the network, we have proven that the 
inclusion probability for any node i  is approximately proportional to its indegree in

id , 
i.e., the RDS sample can be weighted by respondents’ indegrees to estimate population 
proportions: 
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estimate with fixed parameters, use a range of m values to generate an estimate 
interval for *

Ap . That is, if *m is assumed to lie within a certain range, [ , ]min maxm m , we
get an interval of ˆ Ap , ˆ ˆ[ ( ), ( )]A min A maxp m p m , by varying m in (60) and (65). We 
emphasize that this interval is not a confidence interval, but a range of point estimates 
of Ap reflecting the dependence on the plausible values of *m . When tested m values 
are used, we denote VHin and SHin as VHm and SHm, separately. 

Simulation design

Network data: In the evaluation, we consider the following parameters which are 
important both to directed networks and RDS estimation: Directedness (λ , the 
proportion of irreciprocal links in the network); indegree correlation (γ , quantified by 
the indegree-based assortativity as defined in [100]); indegree-outdegree correlation (
ρ , the Pearson correlation of indegree and outdegree); homophily ( Ah ) the activity 
ratio *w , as well as the attractivity ratio *m , are also used as network structure 
parameters in our assessment. For further explanations of these parameters see Paper 3.

The above network structural parameters are incorporated in the generated networks to 
assess the proposed new estimators (see Table 4):

• Indegree-outdegree uncorrelated networks: Net1. 
• Indegree-outdegree correlated networks: Net2. 
• Empirical MSM network.
• Indegree correlated networks: Net3.

TABLE 4 BASIC STATISTICS OF NET1, NET2, NET3 AND THE MSM NETWORK

Estimators: For each simulation, we estimate the population proportion with our 
suggested estimators as well as existing estimators. Then, the root mean square error 
(RMSE), standard deviation (SD) and bias of estimators are calculated in order to 
quantify the results. The estimators are divided into five categories:

(i) The naïve estimator: The raw sample composition;
(ii) Outdegree-based estimators: outSH and outVH ;
(iii) Indegree-based estimators: inSH and inVH ;
(iv) Estimators based on known population size N : outSS and inSS ;
(v) Estimators based on known parameter *m : *m

SH and *m
VH .

Simulation setting: in each simulation, seeds are uniformly selected and coupons are 
randomly distributed to the recruiters’ neighbors. To simulate RDS in real practice, we 
let the number of seeds be 10 and let the number of distributed coupons be 3 when 
shorter sample waves are desirable, and, 6 and 2 for longer sample waves. Sampling is 
done WOR and we choose sample size 500 for Net1 and Net2, and 1000 for the MSM 
network and Net3. All simulations are repeated 1000 times. In the estimation procedure 

Network Average Directed- indegree corre- indegree-outdegree Homophily Attractivity
size (N) degree (D̄) ness (λ) lation (γ) correlation (ρ) (h) ratio (m∗) P

Net1 10, 000 10 [0, 1] [−0.09, 0.01]* ≈ 0 [−0.30, 0.22]* [0.7, 1.4] 70%
Net2 10, 000 10 [0, 1] [−0.03, 0.14]* ≈ 1 − λ [0, 0.5] [0.7, 1.4] 30%

age 0.23 0.95 77%
MSM 16, 082 17.2 0.61 0.03 0.39 ct 0.50 1.32 39%

Network cs 0.03 0.96 40%
pf 0.06 1.05 38%

Net3 −−† −− [0.61, 0.91]* [0, 0.4] −− −− −− −−
* parameter not controlled during the generation process;
† same as the MSM network.
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of outSS  and inSS , 500=M  times successive sampling samples per each of 3=r  
iterations are used. 

7.3.3 Result 

Performance of RDS estimators on directed networks 
Raw sample proportion, outSH  and outVH : When the indegree and outdegree of nodes 
in the network are independent (no indegree-outdegree correlation, Net1), both SHout 
and VHout perform as poorly as the raw sample proportion as long as the network 
directedness is positive; when the indegree and outdegree are correlated (Net2), the 
biases of SHout and VHout increase with network directedness, and are smaller than bias 
of sample proportion. In both scenarios, bias and error increase with * 1−m , i.e., the 
difference between average indegrees of groups of the studied variables.  

*m
SH  and *m

VH : When the ratio of average indegree of the studied groups is known, 
both *m

SH  and *m
VH  perform consistently well over all networks, and are robust to 

changes in the evaluated network structural properties, i.e., directedness, indegree 
correlation, indegree-outdegree correlation and attractivity ratio.  

outSS : When the size of the population is known, outSS  provides the minimum SD over 
all simulated networks, despite its uncertain biases.  

inSH , inVH  and inSS : As it is impractical for researchers to collect individual indegree 
data, we implemented these estimators merely for theoretical purposes. When indegree 
of respondents is known, both inSH  and inVH  performs quite similarly to *m

SH  and 

*m
VH , while inSS  performs similar to outSS . These tests show that as long as indegree 
is known to researchers, it should be used instead of outdegree to approximate the 
inclusion probability of samples.  

 
Application of the sensitivity testing method 
From the results of sensitivity analysis on Net1 and Net2, it is shown that the 
performance of mVH  and mSH  is determined primarily by the attractivity ratio *m , 
rather than by network directedness λ . Thus, if the network instead is assumed to be 
undirected, in which the ratio of indegrees is equal to the ratio of outdegrees ( * *=m w ), 
the sensitivity analysis may instead be used to assess the uncertainty of reported 
(out)degrees. The differential function of mVH  over m : 

 * * * 2ˆ ˆ| =( ) | ,
ˆ( )

′
= =

∂
= −

∂ + +
m A B A B

m w m w
A B A B

VH n n n n
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 (66) 

then provides the quantity by which the RDS estimate would change if there were any 
reporting error in the degree information. 

Through the evaluations of mVH  and mSH  with varying m  over the tested networks, it 
is shown that when the tested m  value equals *m , mVH  and mSH  can always generate 
estimates with minimum bias and error; when m departs from *m , mVH  generate less 
RMSE, implying that when *m  is not known, mVH  may be a better option than mSH  in 
real practice. 
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7.4 PAPER IV: Linked Ego Networks: Improving Estimate Reliability and 

Validity with Respondent-Driven Sampling 
7.4.1 Summary 

Non-random recruitment (differential recruitment) is another harmful violation of RDS 
assumptions, according to Paper I. However, due to the chain-referral sampling design, 
once the sample is started from seeds, the distribution of coupons is largely out of the 
control of researchers, and non-random recruitment often occurs.  

In order to improve the robustness of RDS estimates, we developed a new estimator, 
egoRDSI  for Paper IV by integrating traditional RDS data with ego network data 

reported by RDS respondents. The ego network data is collected by asking RDS 
respondents to report the composition of their peer networks, among which they would 
distribute coupons, regarding variables of interest, such as “What proportion of your 
friends is married?”. The new estimator shows improved reliability and validity and 
exhibits superior performance on the robustness to non-random recruitment, 
homophily, activity ratio and community structure.  

7.4.2 Study design 

Linked ego networks and the RDSIego estimator 

When questions like “What proportion of your IDU friends is married (is employed, is 
male, lives in this city, etc.)? ” are asked in RDS interviews, the sample data can be 
illustrated as “linked ego networks”, in which egos are participants and alters are peers 
with characteristics of interests reported by their corresponding egos (see Figure 17).   

For each respondent iv  in an RDS sample 1 2{ , , , }=  nU v v v , let A
in , B

in  be the number 
of iv ’s friends with property ,  A B , respectively. Given all RDS assumptions are 
fulfilled, the probability of each link →i je  to be reported by “ego” iv  can be calculated 
as  
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where id  is the degree of iv .  

Based on , the proportion of type  ( , { , })→ ∈X Ye X Y A B  links in the population, * ,XYs  
can be estimated by the reweight proportion of type →X Ye  links in the sample: 
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Replacing XYS  with ˆego
XYs  in (38) yields the improved RDSI estimator, in which the ego 

network information is integrated with personal network size information to estimate 
the proportion of individuals with property A  in the population, *

AP : 

 ego
ˆˆˆ  (RDSI ).ˆ ˆˆ ˆ

=
+

ego
BA B

A ego ego
AB A BA B

s DP
s D s D

 (66) 
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Network data 
In addition to the MSM social network, we have also generated a set of simulated 
networks with [0, 0.5]∈Ah  and [0.5, 2.5]∈w  based on the KOSKK model, which is 
among the best social network models that can produce the most realistic network 
structure with respect to degree distributions, assortativity, clustering spectra, geodesic 
path distributions, and community structure, and the like [133]. These networks are 
configured with population size 10000=N , average degree * 10=D , and population 
value * 30%=AP . Model parameters are adjusted to produce networks with clear 
community structures (see Appendix in Paper IV for details).  

Simulation procedure 

General setting: We simulated RDS samples are collected without replacement with 
either 6 seeds and 2 coupons or 10 seeds and 3 coupons, sample size is 500. All 
simulations were repeated 10,000 times, and seeds were excluded from the calculation 
of estimates. 

Random and differential recruitment: We modeled the presence of differential 
recruitment by the parameter diff

Ap , which represents the additional-than-random 
likelihood of recruiting peers from group A  by any respondent.  

Reporting error about degree and ego networks: We simulated reporting error at two 
stages of an RDS process: First, when a respondent reports his or her degree, any alters 
of type A  or B  will be missed and not reported with probability miss

Ap  or  miss
Bp , 

respectively; second, when the composition of an ego network is reported, any alters of 
type A  will be misclassified as type B  with probability 



error
A Bp , and any alters of type 

B  will be misclassified as type A  with probability 


error
B Ap .  

RDS estimators: The raw sample composition, RDSI  and egoRDSI . 

Measurements: Four measurements are then carried out after the RDS simulations: the 
Bias, the Standard Deviation (SD) of estimates, the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) 
and the Percentage an estimator outperforms the rest in all simulations:  

 
* *         .=best AB Atimes the estimator gives closest estimate to s or PP

m
 (66) 

 

7.4.3 Result 

Random recruitment vs. differential recruitment 

When the peer recruitment is random, RDSI  performs as poorly as the raw sample 
proportion due to the relatively large variance. For age and civil status, the number of 
times when RDSI  provides the closest-to-population estimates is even less than the 
sample proportion. On the other hand, egoRDSI  in generally 15% access times gives the 
best estimates than RDSI  for variables of the MSM networks. 

When the sampling is done with differential recruitment, specifically under the extreme 
worst-case scenario that any peer of type A  is twice as likely to receive a coupon from 
the ego compared to any peer of type B , the access time egoRDSI  gives the best 
estimates increases to 70%~90%. While RDSI produces biases as large as 0.1~0.2, 
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biases of egoRDSI  are mostly less than 0.02, regardless of homophily, activity ratio and 
network community structure.  

Sampling with degree reporting error 
egoRDSI  shows strong robustness to degree reporting error, i.e., being unaware of peers 

within the target population. Even when 20% of alters in respondents’’ ego networks 
are unidentified,  egoRDSI  is still able to produce estimates with bias less than 0.05 
most of the time.  

Sampling with ego network reporting error 

Reporting errors in the composition of ego networks have much larger effect on the 
precision of the egoRDSI  estimator. When 20% of alters are misclassified as being 
group members with the opposite property, estimate bias can easily exceed 0.1. 
Misclassification errors regarding the group that comprises a large proportion of alters 
can increase bias and error significantly for egoRDSI , as a substantial amount of 
misclassified alters will be reported.  
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8.1 KEY FINDINGS AND CONTRIBUTIONS
8.1.1 Performance of RDS estimators

Paper I is, to our knowledge, the first comprehensive evaluation of RDS on an 
empirical social network extracted from a real hidden population. We have found the 
most harmful conditions as well as some beneficial conditions for RDS estimates. 

Ideal scenario: When all the assumptions are fulfilled, the RDSII estimates approached 
the true population value very quickly but had high design effects, especially for the 
two variables with high homophily. 

Harmful violations: The most harmful violations of assumptions are network 
directedness and recruitment behaviors (i.e., rejecting coupons, miscounting peers, or 
preferential recruitment) that depend on participant characteristics. Both the SD and the 
MAE increase when more coupons are used; it becomes even worse when a large 
number of coupons are combined with small number of seeds. Presumably this way of 
implementing RDS would end the sample in a limited number of waves and the 
respondents all come from a block of the network that is very different from the whole 
population, leading to large bias and error. On the other hand, when more seeds are 
used (either selected through simple random sampling or proportional to degree), the 
diverse starting points result in decreased SD and MAE.

Beneficial or non-relevant violations: There are also violations that do not affect the 
performance of RDSII significantly, or are even beneficial for the precision of 
estimates, such as SWOR when sample proportion is small, or participants’ behavior of 
rejecting coupons or miscounting peers is independent of their characteristics.

Other important factors are also evaluated, including homophily, network density, 
degree distribution, and the like. Generally, the RDSII estimates perform better if there 
is little homophily, or the network density is high, or the degree distribution is 
homogenous. Other important factors are also evaluated, such as homophily, network 
density, degree distribution. These effects on the performance of the RDSII estimator 
are summarized together with those discussed above in Table 5.

TABLE 5 EFFECTS OF CONDITIONS EVALUATED IN PAPER I

Violation of assumptions Bias, SD & MAE
If  you would not recruit your recruiter  
(irreciprocal relationships) 

Increase 

If you are not allowed to participate twice  
(sampling without replacement) 

Increase: large sample proportion 
Decrease: small sample proportion  

If you are more likely to invite your close friends  
(non-random recruitment) 

Increase 

If you have difficulties in counting your friends, or 
refuse to participate 

Increase: behavior depends on group type 
Decrease: behavior is independent of group 

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
8
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(degree reporting error, low response rate) type 

If the survey starts with many initial participants and 
you are allowed to recommend many friends 

Increase: many coupons and a few seeds 
Decrease: a few coupons and  many seeds 

 
Other factors 

 

If network is dense Decrease 

If variance in degree is small Decrease 

If homophily is low Decrease 

If seeds are selected proportional to nodes’ degree No effect 

 
8.1.2 Improved RDS estimate methods 

The evaluation study reveals that network directedness and outcome-correlated 
recruitment behavior are the two most harmful violations of RDS assumptions. We 
have developed improved estimate methods for each of these conditions.  

The primary contribution of Paper III is that it shows that indegree of nodes is a fairly 
good approximation of inclusion probability for RDS on directed networks, and that 
this approximation is robust to changes in indegree-outdegree correlation and indegree 
correlation. We have developed a sensitivity analysis method, based on the attractivity 
ratio *m , to incorporate the uncertainties in both network directedness and reported 
outdegrees. Our results show that, while it is of course best to have correct indegree 
information on the network, it is possible to get a deeper understanding of how RDS 
estimation is influenced by network directedness by using sensitivity analysis. An 
illustration of such a sensitivity analysis has been presented for the estimation of 
proportions of males and injectors among drug users in New York City (see Figure 19). 
The sensitivity analysis approach enables us to quantify the level of changes the RDS 
estimates will be: for each change of 0.1 in the average indegree ratio, the change in the 
RDS estimates will be about 2 percentage units. 

By collecting ego network data with RDS, in Paper IV I developed a new estimator, 
egoRDSI , to improve the validity and reliability of RDS estimates. egoRDSI  is superior 

to traditional RDS estimators. Most importantly, egoRDSI  exhibits strong robustness to 
differential recruitment, a violation of the RDS assumptions that may cause large bias 
and estimation error and is not under the control of the researchers. Evaluation studies 
on the simulated KOSKK networks also show that egoRDSI  performs consistently well 
in networks with varying homophily, activity ratio, and community structures.  

Compared to a few other newly developed estimators that require population size as a 
priori information, such as the SS-estimator and GH-estimator*, the main advantage of 

egoRDSI  is that it enables researchers to improve the precision of estimates with a 
feasible implementation: unlike population size, which is usually unknown for hidden 
population, the ego network data can be collected directly from sample respondents. 
Such data have been collected in a few RDS studies, for example, in an RDS study of 
MSM in Campinas City, Brazil, by de Mello et al [198], respondents were asked to 
describe the percentage of certain characteristics among their friends/acquaintances, 

                                                 
* The GH-estimator requires both the population size and characteristics of ego networks from 
participants.   

(Table 5 cont’d) 
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such as disclosure of sexual orientation to family, HIV status, and the like. An RDS 
study of opiate users in Yunnan, China, various information about supporting, drug 
using, and sexual behaviors between respondents and their network members were 
collected [199]. One of the most thorough RDS studies utilizing ego network 
information was done by Rudolph et al [200], in which they asked the respondents to 
provide extensive characteristics for each alter within their personal networks such as 
demographic characteristics, history of incarceration, and drug injection and crack and 
heroin use.

FIGURE 19 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF RDS ESTIMATES FOR PROPORTION OF (A) MALES AND 

(B) INJECTORS AMONG DRUG USERS IN NEW YORK CITY.

8.1.3 Implementation of WebRDS

We have demonstrated for the first time that it is possible to implement an Web-based 
RDS system to sample MSM in Vietnam, a country in which same-sex relationships are 
highly stigmatized and can lead to severe consequences if revealed to family members 
or colleagues [196]. We successfully used the system to sample and survey 676 MSM 
on a number of sensitive issues. The plots of sample composition show clear 
independence of the seeds and stabilization for all variables, with the exception of 
home province. 

By comparing national statistics and other published research data with our estimates, it 
has been shown that the WebRDS sample is younger and of higher education than the 
Vietnamese average. The sample is heavily concentrated in the two large metropolitan 
areas of Ho Chi Minh City and Hanoi, but also spread outside the large metropolitan 
areas with 32 provinces out of 63 represented, which speaks to the high degree of 
flexibility of recruiting location-free samples using WebRDS.
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WebRDS will in most cases entail a lower costs than a standard RDS study. The cost of 
monetary incentives in our study was on average 5.9 USD per participant in the cleaned 
sample (3353 USD in total). Staff hours to interact with seeds, deliver incentives, 
monitor invalid submissions, and the like, totaled a one-month full-time equivalent 
(FTE). Adjustment of the site to appeal to the local target group is technically easy but 
requires research. In comparison, an offline RDS would have shared similar costs for 
incentives and formative research about the study population (see e.g. [197]) but would 
also require a survey office and at least five months of staffing (conservative FTE 
estimate).  

 

8.2 LIMITATIONS 
8.2.1 Limitations of VHm estimator  

The information on respondents personal network size (outdegree) is generally 
collected by asking questions like “How many people do you know?”, where 
“knowing” is usually defined as “You know them and they know you by sight or by 
name” [202], or by nomination: “Who do you consider to be your friends on this list?” 
[169,170]. The use of the suggested indegree-based estimator mVH  brings new 
challenges for RDS practice, because indegrees are difficult to collect. Indegrees 
reported in the literature are generally inferred from nominations in studies which are 
conducted within closed networks. There are currently no guidelines for researchers to 
ask respondents about their indegree in RDS practices; potential questions such as, “In 
the studied population, how many people do you think will recruit you if they have got 
a coupon?” might cause respondents to report inaccurate indegrees since it is hard to 
guess the number of incoming irreciprocal links; some people who should be included 
might even not be known to the respondent. 

There are, however possibilities to gain knowledge about *m  for the studied population. 
First, it is sometimes reasonable to make assumptions about the ratios of average 
indegrees between studied groups, thus making it possible to utilize our estimators 
through sensitivity analysis. In the simplest scenario, for example, one might assume 
that those with HIV will be less known compared to those without in a population 
where HIV has a strong social stigma; thus * 1<m , and it is safe to choose an interval 
of m  with a maximum value less than 1. 

Second, since many social networks have a positive indegree-outdegree correlation, the 
activity ratio *ŵ , which is observed from the sample, may be an indicator of where to 
vary m  from. Actually, in the MSM network, we find the difference between *m  and 

*w  is small for the studied variables; the absolute difference is 0.27, 0.17, 0.02, and 
0.05 for age, county, civil status and profession, respectively. 

Third, prior information about *m  may be obtained by using empirical studies related to 
the studied population. For example, in the Baltimore Needle Exchange Program 
[203,204], the authors suggested to use bar-coded syringes to infer the inner needle 
exchange network among IDUs, where “outdegree” is inferred by the number of people 
who returned each person's needles, and “indegree” is the number of people for whom 
each person returned needles. While such estimates will contain many uncertainties, the 
existence of long-term follow up studies of the networks of friendship, sexual behavior, 
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and needle sharing for HIV-related high-risk populations, such as the HIV 
Transmission Network Metastudy Project [205,206], enable researchers to gain a 
deeper understanding of such populations and thus come closer to inferring *m  from 
such populations. 

Lastly, the rapid increases in Internet-based surveys indicate a promising application 
field for the proposed method. For example, when participants are restricted to 
recruiting only through established contacts on their membership Website, a Web-
based RDS study would easily adopt the new method and utilize indegree information 
that is already available in the database such as the qruiser Website used in this study. 
Additionally, the indegree-based estimators would have a wide application in sampling 
Web contents, where the indegree of Webpages is likely to be more accessible than in 
empirical RDS studies. 

8.2.2 Limitations of RDSIego
 estimator  

The limitation of egoRDSI  is rooted in the need to collect ego network data. Many RDS 
studies are designed to sample hidden populations, and members of such populations 
may be reluctant to share sensitive information with their friends. Consequently, the 
proposed method is primarily suited to less sensitive variables. Such information may, 
for example, include sociodemographic variables (e.g., gender, age groups, profession, 
marital status, etc.) for which survey methods regarding the design and collection of 
ego network data has been extensively studied [207-210]. Additionally, certain 
variables, such as drug use may be highly sensitive in the general population but may 
not be in an IDU population. 

By modeling the difficulty in understanding personal network composition as a degree 
reporting error and ego network reporting error, which quantify the level of mutual 
knowledge about studied variables shared with friends, we have showed that even with 
20% of alters being unidentified, egoRDSI  was still able to produce estimates with a 
bias of less than 0.05 most of the time. On the other hand, egoRDSI  is sensitive to the 
error of misclassifying alters. If 20% of alters from one group are mistakenly reported 
as belonging to the other group, estimate bias can exceed 0.1 when the probability of 
misclassifying members of one group is substantially larger than misclassification of 
members in the other group (e.g., 

 



error error
A B B Ap p ). Fortunately, the result shows that 

when the studied variables only related to a small proportion of alters, that is, if *
AP  is 

low and w  is relatively small, the increase in error in misclassifying A  as B  members 
will have a small influence on the bias. Consequently, for many sensitive variables 
surveyed in RDS studies, if the reporting error of a low prevalence trait (e.g., HIV 
status) is mainly “false negatives”, e.g., alters with HIV are reported as healthy friends 
since they are reluctant to reveal this information to their egos, estimates with small 
bias are still expected to be able to achieve. 

8.2.3 Limitations of WebRDS 

Hard to verify the MSM identity of participants: As with standard RDS surveys and 
other sampling strategies, it is very difficult to identify whether a participant in 
WebRDS is truly a MSM. We are confident that the seeds belonged to the population, 
and based on the characteristics of the sample (e.g., 57% had a boyfriend by the time of 
the survey, 79% supporting same sex marriage and 68% prefer only men as sexual 
partners), it is very unlikely that MSM participants have invited non-MSM persons on a 
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massive scale. We have also asked around among our test persons whether they had 
heard about misuse of the survey but we did not get any such reports.  

Vulnerable to duplicated submissions: Unlike physically located face-to-face 
interviews, where the uniqueness of each participant can be highly controlled (e.g., with 
fingerprint scans), WebRDS allows anonymous persons to participate as long as they 
have a valid coupon. Therefore, it is very easy for a participant to take the survey 
repeatedly with the newly generated expected-to-be-distributed coupons. In the sample, 
for example, 63 participants provided a repeated email address or telephone number 
among the 634 adult participants. If we consider submissions with any repeated IP 
numbers to be frauds, the sample size decreases to 490. Fortunately, our analysis has 
shown that those suspiciously duplicated participants did not make any substantial 
population estimate difference.  

Evidence for violations of RDS assumptions: As with all other empirical RDS studies, 
our sample suffers from several violations of RDS assumptions. First, each participant 
was allowed to recruit a maximum four other persons and not all recruitment was 
successful (violation of assumption vi). 305 participants had recruited at least one 
respondent (average 2.27); however, given that the sample stopped by itself, the 
average recruitment per participant was one. Since the recruitment chain sustained as 
many as 24 waves, according to Paper I, we believe the violation of one coupon 
assumption did not significantly bias the RDSII estimates.  

Second, 8% of participants were recruited by a stranger and only 41% were recruited 
by a friend, a clear violation of assumption ii and possibly assumption v. Such a level 
of network directedness was also observed in other studies. We do not think this caused 
serious bias in this study (see Paper I and Paper III), however estimates should always 
be interpreted with caution especially when the network directedness may be 
compounded by non-random recruitment.  

Third, all participants were instructed that they were only allowed to participate once in 
this study, a violation of the SWR assumption. Since our sample size comprises far less 
than a majority of the MSM population [201], according to Paper I it is very unlikely 
that the practice of SWOR would have an effect on the estimates.  

As it is not possible to evaluate the level of all possible violations, such as whether the 
recruitment behavior depended on characteristics of participants, or whether the 
participant had correctly counted all potential MSM friends he could recruit, 
interpretation of population estimates from the RDS sample should be conditioned on 
these uncertainties.   

 

8.3 IMPLICATIONS FOR RDS PRACTITIONERS   
8.3.1 Accessing hidden populations over the Internet 

The Internet provides stigmatized individuals fast and easy access to the study, with 
minimal exposure of identity.  The successful implementation of the WebRDS study 
for MSM in Vietnam demonstrates that it is possible to recruit hard-to-access groups 
through the Internet. 
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We have developed a system that allows researchers to design their own questionnaires, 
publish the survey on the Internet, and to recruit respondents automatically. Obviously, 
implementing RDS with such an electronically available system would significantly 
reduce work load and be cost efficient. 

Physically isolated groups may be reached with WebRDS, given that online social links 
between individuals of these groups exist such as Internet games, online social 
networks, and the like. With the prevalence of the Internet and smart phones, the 
overlap between the target hidden population and the hidden population that uses the 
Internet will be increased. 

Because it is able to provide both easy access and population estimates, WebRDS may 
also be useful for studies of other types of online populations when there is a lack of 
sampling frame, or a fast first hand sample is needed regardless of its 
representativeness. Examples of applications include registered Web forum users, 
university email users, Internet game players, Facebook* or Twitter† users, etc.  

8.3.2 Seeds, coupons and sample size 

Determining the number of coupons per participant and the number of and 
characteristics of the seeds are among the first problems that are encountered by 
researchers when preparing an RDS study. We have shown that for the empirical MSM 
network, the SDs and MAEs are almost unchanged if we shift from randomly selected 
seeds to seeds with higher degree, this property is consistent with the Markov model of 
RDS, which implies that the dependence of sample composition on the characteristics 
of original seeds will decrease quickly. However, a few other studies, with simulated 
RDS on very small networks [175,182], show that the initial selection of seeds biases 
RDS estimates. As these studies are implemented on small simulated networks (

1000=N ) and sample sizes are relatively large (≥500), I suspect that the sample 
composition is not stationary when the sample size is reached.  

For RDS users, it is always recommended recruitment be started with seeds as diverse 
as possible, and that the maximum number of coupons a participant can distribute be 
limited. Such a design would be most helpful when the target population is loosely 
connected and has strong community structures, as the diverse seeds and limited 
number of coupons will force the recruitment chains to move out of local communities 
and to penetrate into diverse parts of the network, yielding a sample with improved 
representativeness. According to our experience, a pilot test would be very useful for 
the sampling design.  

Sample size is yet another parameter to be determined at the planning stage. Inadequate 
samples sizes have been used since the invention of RDS. As discussed in 4.5, most 
RDS studies have assumed a design effect of one or two. However, our evaluation 
study of RDS on the empirical MSM network shows that the design effect can be as 
high as 13; the design effects are 5 even for variables with very low homophily. 
Consequently, combining with a few other studies, we would suggest a design effect of 
5~10 to be used to achieve the proper precision of RDS estimates. Goel and Salganik 
have illustrated how to use design effect to determine the sample size of RDS [146]. To 

                                                 
* https://www.facebook.com/  
† https://twitter.com/  
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have sufficient statistical power to detect a decline in unsafe injection practices from 
40% to 30%, SRS would need about 350 respondents at each of the two time points; 
with a design effect of 5, the required sample size for RDS would be 1750! 

8.3.3 Treatment for violation of assumptions 

Violations of assumptions in RDS practices are inevitable [211-213]. Consequently, it 
is important for researchers to identify and investigate harmful violations and to make 
adjustments if possible. 

8.3.3.1 Network connectedness 

When the network is disconnected, RDS would only recruit respondents from networks 
that are connected with the seeds, and sample results are only valid from the network 
where the sample is drawn. If there is a big difference between the connected network 
and isolated groups, large estimate bias may occur. As the social network is invisible to 
researchers, it is very hard to infer whether there are isolated groups based on the 
sample data. However, it is possible to reach isolated groups by increasing the diversity 
of seeds. Note that when the network is disconnected, inclusion probabilities of 
individuals would be based on the selection probability of seeds for each component, 
and the RDS estimators are not valid anymore. Fortunately, network disconnectedness 
is not a major concern for many populations as human societies are increasingly highly 
interactive, and the “small-world” phenomenon ensures that most of target populations 
are connected and can be reached through a limited number of waves.  

8.3.3.2  Irreciprocal relationship 

Despite the widely acknowledged evidence of the existence of directedness among 
social networks, the effect of directedness on RDS estimates has seldom been 
evaluated. This could be problematic since all previously reported RDS estimates rely 
on the assumption that the studied networks are purely reciprocal, the violation of 
which will result in unknown biases.  

Many RDS studies have included a question in the survey to access the relationship 
between the recruiter and recruit. For example, in an RDS study of IDUs in Sydney, 
Australia [214], 29% of the respondents considered the relationship to their recruiter to 
be “not very close”, and in a study of IDUs in Tijuana, Mexico [215], only 62% of the 
respondents considered their relationship with their recruiter as “friend”. On these 
occasions, we encourage use of the mVH  to test the sensitivity of population estimates 
to the changes of attractivity ratio m .  Priori information about where to start the test 
interval is discussed under 8.2.2.  

8.3.3.3 Sampling without replacement  

Even RDS assumes SWR, empirical RDS studies are conducted by SWOR. We have 
shown that when the sample size proportion is relatively small compared to the size of 
population, e.g., ≤10%, implementing RDS by SWOR can actually improve the 
performance of RDS estimators with decreased SD, MAE and DE. However, when the 
sample size proportion is relatively large, e.g., ≥50%, it has been shown that SWOR 
will generate large estimate bias and error and the SS- or GH-estimator can be used.  

The trick is that the sizes of hidden populations are mostly unknown, the SS- or GH- 
estimator, however, needs population size as an input parameter to generate estimates. 
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We therefore suggest that the SS- or GH- estimator be used as a sensitivity test method 
to access the magnitude of changes of estimates by varying tested population sizes.  

8.3.3.4 Degree reporting error 

Relationships are complex, it is extremely difficult for respondents to accurately report 
their personal network sizes, as relationships maybe directed or weighted, or the 
respondent can easily misclassify target population members. We have shown that as 
long as the reporting behavior is not dependent on the outcome variables, the reporting 
error has little effect on the performance of RDS estimators; however, when the 
reporting error is correlated with the outcome variables, e.g., if there is a substantial 
exaggeration of personal network sizes in one group compared to the other, large 
estimate bias and error may occur.  

8.3.3.5 Differential/nonrandom recruitment 

According to our study, differential recruitment is one of the most harmful violations of 
RDS assumptions. Due to the automatic design of RDS, once the sample is started from 
seeds, the distribution of coupons is largely out of the control of researchers, and non-
random recruitment often occurs. For example, respondents may tend to recruit people 
who they think will benefit most from the RDS incentives [216]. In a study of MSM in 
Campinas City, Brazil [198], participants were most often reported to recruit close 
peers or peers they believed practiced risky behaviors. In [137,175,180], it has been 
shown that all current RDS estimators would generate bias when the outcome variables 
are related to the tendency of such non-random distribution of coupons among 
respondents’ personal networks. 

It is possible to assess the severity of differential recruitment by collecting ego network 
data and comparing the ego network based estimator for recruitment matrix, ˆ egoS , with 
the observed raw sample recruitment matrix S . Either when the recruitment is random 
or when there is substantial differential recruitment, the ego network based estimator 
for population characteristics, egoRDSI , can be used to greatly improve the precision of 
RDS estimates. However, due to the limitations inherent in the collection of sensitive 
variables from stigmatized group, reliable ego network data may be difficult to collect 
for sensitive variables. 

8.3.3.6 Response rate and number of coupons 

To stimulate the recruitment process and to prevent recruitment chains from stopping 
early due to low response rates, researchers often use more than one coupon in RDS 
studies [136,149]. We have seen that the estimate bias and error will be large when too 
many coupons are used per recruiter. This effect occurs because a large number of 
coupons will make the sample size increase explosively. If all invitations successfully 
generate new participants, the desired sample size will be reached within a small 
number of sampling waves. A similar discussion was presented in 8.3.2. Researchers 
should try to achieve a compromise between recruitment efficiency and response rate: 
if the response rate is high, fewer coupons should be used to avoid ending recruitment 
in short waves; otherwise, more coupons should be used to keep the recruitment alive. 
In short, recruitment chains should be as long as possible.  
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8.3.4 A note on the raw sample proportion and variance estimation  

It is worth noting that current RDS variance estimate methods are far from satisfying. 
The traditional bootstrapping method has been found to largely underestimate the 
variance, while other studies have found the MCMC-based method tend to 
overestimate.  

A few newer variance estimate methods, including our mVH  and egoRDS estimator and 
Gile’s SS- and GH- estimator, have shown improved performance regarding the 
coverage rates for CIs. However, all of these methods, except egoRDS , require certain 
population values as input parameters: the mVH  estimator needs attractivity ratio, and 
the SS- and GH- estimator needs population size.  

When population values are not known, which is common for HIV/AIDS-related high-
risk populations, egoRDS is the only estimator with improved variance estimates. 
However, egoRDS  is based on the collection of ego network data and even the 
improved variance estimates are not able to reach the desired coverage rates. 
Consequently, future research is needed to develop feasible RDS variance estimate 
methods with a feasible implementation.   

Due to the large variance in RDS estimates, consistent with a few other evaluation 
studies, we found that the raw sample composition outperforms the RDSI/II estimates 
in considerable times, implying that it is wise for RDS studies to report both the raw 
sample composition and the RDS estimates, and that RDS sample results should be 
always be interpreted with caution.  

 

8.4 CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
8.4.1 Concluding remarks 

Over the past decade, Respondent-driven sampling (RDS) has been adopted outside the 
US and has soon become the state-of-the-art sampling method for studying HIV/AIDS-
related high-risk populations worldwide. First, it enables researchers to gain access to 
population members and obtain reliable biological and risk behavior information with 
high response rate (accessibility), and second, it allows them to make population 
inferences from the sample data, which can then be used to guide to set up efficient 
prevention and intervention HIV programs (generalizability).  

I conclude the thesis by revisiting the advantages and disadvantages of RDS: 

Advantages 

• Improved recruiting efficiency: In RDS, a participant is rewarded both for his 
own participation and for each of his successful recruitments. This kind of 
dual incentive mechanism stimulates respondents to encourage peers to 
participate, or to pass coupons to those they think are more likely to 
participate in the study. 

• Reduced stigma or sensitivity concern: The peer-driven design allows 
individuals who received the coupon to decide on their own whether to 
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participate. Consequently, respondents recruited in the sample are more likely 
to cooperate and provide reliable answers to sensitive questions.  

• Improved access to target population: Like all other chain-referral sampling 
methods, RDS enables researchers to recruit population members who are 
“remote” in terms of distance or knowledge. RDS strengthens this ability by 
limiting the number of coupons per participant, forcing the recruitment chains 
to grow long and allow researchers to explore diverse parts of the target 
population.  

• Can be combined with Internet or smart phones: With authorization codes 
substituting for coupons and electronic surveys substituting for physical 
interviews, RDS can be implemented online with easy access to participation 
and maximized anonymity. 

• Cost-effective: Implementation of RDS is generally considered cost-effective. 
RDS adopts a rather simple design: once the seed is selected, the recruitment 
process will continue automatically, and researchers usually conduct interview 
in fixed locations for respondents seeking participation, thereby minimizing 
traveling expenses and administration cost. If the sampling is implemented 
online, cost savings can be more significant with an available automatically 
RDS recruiting system.  

• Unbiased population estimates: Under certain assumptions, RDS is able to 
generate asymptotically unbiased estimates for population characteristics 
based on sample data. This feature is particularly important for the study of 
hidden populations, where no sampling frame exists and there is usually a lack 
a representative random sample.  

Disadvantages  

• Sample recruitment relies on social network. RDS is fundamentally a chain-
referral sampling method and thus bears the disadvantage of relying heavily 
on the social network connections between population members. If the 
network is disconnected into many isolated groups, or the connection between 
individuals is too loose such that the recruitment chains fail to proceed, RDS 
will not be able to recruit sufficient samples.  

• Peer-driven may bring sampling bias. This is yet another common issue with 
all chain-referral sampling methods. As newer participants are invited by their 
friends to participate into the study, respondents may, for various reasons, 
invite differently, for example to avoid inviting certain friends to protect them 
from exposure, or to invite relatives or close friends to get rewarded.  

• Estimates rely on rigorous assumptions: Hardly any assumption of RDS 
estimators can be met in practice; both our study and a few recent studies have 
recently found that large bias and estimate error may be generated when 
certain assumptions are violated. This thesis expends major effort on 
improving the reliability and validity of RDS estimate methods under real 
conditions.  
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Compared to other nonprobability sampling methods, RDS has shown improved 
accessibility in the study of hidden populations, especially for HIV/AIDS-related high-
risk populations such as MSM, IDUs and SWs. The ability to produce population 
estimates, which are usually not available in nonprobability sampling, has made it an 
even appealing option. 

However, as the variance of estimates is considerably high, and assumptions for RDS 
estimates can hardly ever be met in practice, we recommend that RDS users thoroughly 
investigate violation of assumptions and make adjustments if possible. Results from 
RDS samples should be interpreted with caution, and researchers should bear in mind 
that the raw sample proportions are very likely to be closer to the true population value 
than RDS estimates. Researchers are encouraged to collect ego network data through 
the implementation of RDS to improve the reliability and validity of population 
estimates.  

More precisely, to implement RDS and use RDS estimates properly, researchers are 
advised to refer to Table 6, where the performance and treatments for RDS under 
various conditions are summarized based on this thesis.  

8.4.2 Future research  

These following points are potentially interesting and important directions for future 
research that relates to the current development of RDS methodology and work of this 
thesis: 

• To improve the performance of RDS estimators by combining different data 
sources;  

• To improve the methods for estimating the variance of RDS estimates;  
• To implement WebRDS in other settings of hidden populations;   
• To implement RDS for sampling of Web content, Internet users, etc., and to 

use mVH  or egoRDS  if applicable;    

• To apply egoRDS  for RDS studies in which ego network data is reported, and 
to access the data quality of ego network data; and   

• To use RDS to collect detailed sex risk behavior data of HIV/AIDS-related 
high-risk populations and to build epidemiology models.  
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